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DISCUSSION OUTLINE FOR MEETING ON OCTOBER 30, 1956

For some months, the I.D. A.B. has felt the need for a reexami~
nation of the objectives and a restatement of the rationale underlying U. S.
foreign development policy toward the low income countries. Existing state-
ments have been unclear, at times contradictory, and, because of this, sub-
ject to increasing criticism. The Board believes that, until such objectives
have been defined and a rationale articulated in terms understandable to the
general public, the Administration will continue to have difficulties in obtain-
ing the moral support of our people and the financial support of the Congress
for its proposed programs.

This question of objectives and rationale is a complex one. The Board
undertakes its current study with no illusions that it will produce anything
startlingly new in this field. It hopes, however, that, by discussing these
matters with specialists from various professions, each of whom has been
studying the problem, it may clarify its own thinking and perhaps be able
to contribute somewhat to the understanding of the problem which is needed.

As an outline for the meeting on October 30th, we suggest that the dis-
cussion center about the topics which are stated below:

What are, or should be, the foreign policy objectives
of the United States in the low income countries of the
non-communist world ?

B.

re

No

Can economic growth in such countries make a gignif-
icant contribution to the achievement of U. S. objectives ?
Can U. S. foreign policies make a significant contribution
to economic growth in such countries ?

What are the broad policy implications to be drawn from
the discussion of the preceding questions ?

A. What are, or should be, the foreign policy objectives of the
United States in the low income countries of the non-communist world?

Challenged as the United States is today by the forces of Soviet Im-
perialism and by the aspirations of many "uncommitted nations' for inde-
pendence and economic development, there is a need to reexamine the sound-
ness of our policies toward the low income countries of the non-communist
world. First, however, we must determine what it is that we are attempting
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to achieve. What are the ends or objectives of U. S. foreign policy in
such countries? Involved are a set of military, political, economic, and
wumanitarian considerations. We propose to discuss them in that order.

1) For over seven years now, we have been agreed that the mil-
itary strength of the United States and that of its West European allies must
oe built up and maintained. The NATO countries are, relatively speaking,
economically strong, politically stable and have a considerable measure
of support for the military policies of their governments. This is not true
of the low income countries. Nonetheless, should the United States also
attempt to foster military strength against external aggression in some
or all of the low income countries of the non-communist world?

One view is that the military potential of these countries could
never stop a determined communist move, that the requirements of a mil-
itary build-up detract from economic strength, and that U. S. pressures
for a military program foster the image of this country as a warlike, ag=«
gressive power. Another view is that a military program trains techni-
cians, widens the horizons of many of its recruits, hastens the process
of social change, and constructs public works. Moreover, overseas bases
in certain countries are considered by the Pentagon as essential to U. S.
security, and, as a practical political matter, it would seem most difficult
to curtail the military program in the countries now receiving major mil-
itary assistance, even if this is desirable.

2) A large part of diplomatic history has been the story of the
creation of alliances. Are alliances with the low income countries an at-
fainable major objective for the United States, and, if so, are they a de=-
sirable objective? Ex-colonies and emerging nations are very jealous of
their independence. Should the United States be willing to accept less than
full alliance, and less than full leadership in the foreign policies of these
countries ? Is mere non-alignment with the Communist bloc, popularly
referred to as ''meutralism", too low a target at which to aim? What
should be our policy toward uncommitted nations and what effect will this
policy have on our relations with the nations who are tied to us through
alliances.

3) For many, the U. S, political and economic system has proved
its advantages as a method of achieving rapid economic growth with a max-
imum of political freedom. Moreover, countries with similar systems tend
to be our friends and allies. Does this mean that the U. S. should attempt
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to foster political and economic institutions in the low income countries
similar to ours ? What should be our policy toward countries where U. S.
assistance would seem to be subsidizing socialism? Should the United
States attempt to achieve a democratic distribution of political power
regardless of the economic system? Should the United States concern it-
self with foreign political and economic systems at all or only with spec=
ific government policies ?

4) The internal political evolution of these countries can have
profound external repercussions. Communism could attain power not
only by external force, but by internal force and by legal means, Ir-
respective of the factor of communism, local revolutions and disorder
can be disruptive and may lead to war involving the major powers. In
the light of these possibilities, should it be an objective of UJ, S. policy
to strengthen the internal political stability and the internal military se-
curity of the non-communist countries ? Should we differentiate in our
policy between friendly and neutral governments, between popular and
unpopular ones ?

5) Much has been written of late about the challenge presented
by social and political transformation in the low income countries. Should
it be a policy objective of the U. S. to link itself with their aspirations for
independence and development? To what extent is this question linked to
the external and the internal stability considerations discussed above or
to the humanitarian considerations noted below? Would the answers be
the same in the absence of the Soviet challenge ?

6) The Paley Report pointed out the rapid shift of the United States
to a "have-not'" nation for many raw materials. Our dependence on foreign
sources was expected to rise dramatically from 1950 to 1975. Other econ-
omists have pointed out the importanceofU.S. exports to continued U. S.
economic prosperity. Recently, an analysis was made for Business Inter-
national by the economists, research and planning directors of the inter-
national divisions of 16 major U. S. firms, which analysis supports these
contentions. Is the United States! interest in sources of raw materials and
in markets for U. S. products sufficient to justify a government program
supporting foreign economic development?

7) In defining its objectives in the low income countries, the U. S.
should make certain that its policies do not conflict, and, if possible, as-
sist in the attainment of its goals in the developed countries. Can this be
done ? Should Western Europe and Japan participate in U. S. economic
programs for the low income countries ? Can they? What would be the
political and economic results of such cooperation both in the developed
and in the underdeveloped countries ?

&gt;
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8) To some extent, humanitarian, ethical or moral considera-
tions lie behind many parts of U. S. domestic economic policy, as, for
example, social security. The Marshall Plan also had humanitarian
motivations, even though the fall of Czechoslovakia may have helped it
through Congress in 1948. But many argue that such considerations
are an appropriate basis for action only by individuals or by states with-
in their own borders. Should the U. S. Government base its foreign pol-
icy on humanitarian or moral grounds?

B. Can foreign economic growth makeasignificant contribution
to the achievement of U. 5S. objectives? Can U. S. foreign economic pol-
icies make a significant contribution to foreign economic growth?

1} In many of the low income countries, the drive for economic
development appears second only to political independence in its emo-
tional appeal. The stability of a government may depend in large meas-
ure on its ability to produce "successful' economic growth or even, oc-
casionally, to negotiate aid. There are two successful models for econ-
omic growth. One is that of the U. S., Western Europe and Japan. The
other is that of Soviet Russia and, perhaps, will prove to be that of Com-
munist China. What are the attitudes of the governments, the leaders and
peoples of the low income countries toward economic development, and to-
ward the Western and the Soviet methods for achieving it? What are their
attitudes toward the role which the U. S. should play in their economic growth?

2) We must recognize that economic growth in these countries can
well raise serious problems for the United States. Economic development
has the inherent possibility of disrupting, rather than improving, internal
stability. The destruction of peasant and tribal standards of value, the
growth of a landless, urban proletariat, increased state activity in econ-
omic life, all could produce results which are inimicable to U. S. objectives
Does this mean that economic growth is undesirable from the U. S. point of
view? Does the U. S. have any choice in the matter? Or, does this mean
that those nations which are pressuring for economic growth are merely in
a more advanced state of political evolution which the more dormant states
will sooner or later reach? How can their economic aspirations be met with
a minimum of adverse repercussions on the U. S. ? What are the psycholog-
ical advantages and disadvantages of the act of giving U. S. foreign aid?

3) In the past three years, the Soviet Bloc has capitalized on the
preoccupation of many of these low income countries with economic advance-
ment. Though still low, Soviet Bloc trade with these countries has gone up
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markedly and a-substantial amount of medium term and long term credits
have been granted on favorable terms. The Soviet Bloc has a large un-~
used potential for increasing these activities. What are the implications
of this for future U. S. foreign economic policy?

4) The Marxists argue that impoverished people will turn toward
communism. Frequently, American public officials, as well as private
citizens, make statements which implicitly or explicitly accept this thesis.
What validity is there to ''stomach-communism'? Are better fed, clothed
and housed people a necessary condition for achieving U. S. objectives in
the low income countries ?

5) There are those within the United States who believe that more
can be done for achieving U. S. objectives in these countries by technical
assistance, exchange of persons, cultural collaboration and large-scale
support to education than by contributions to economic development. Is
this a more fruitful approach to the challenge presented by the low income
countries? If not, are such programs a necessary companion to economic
programs, if U. S. objectives are to be achieved?

6) One of the important factors which has contributed to social and
political harmony in a strong democratic environment in the U, S. may well
have been the existence of an expanding economy. This has provided a major
outlet for the energies of the dynamic people of American society -- energies
which in other countries have taken anti-social channels. Would the establish-
ment of a growing economy with expanded economic and social opportunities
provide a similar channel for the restless energies of selécted individuals,
if not large numbers, in the low income countries ?

Economic growth has been measured in terms of national ag-
gregates (total production) or national averages (per capita production) or
in some terms showing a changed distribution of income. Are these ade~
quate measures of economic growth? What constitutes "satisfactory' econ-
omic growth? Is it the achievement of a certain level of economic activity
or of a certain pace of expansion? Is there an absolute goal, say of one or
two percent per capita per year? Is there a relative goal -~ would India
have to match Communist China's rate of growth to be "satisfactory"?
It appears that no attempt to narrow the gap between the low income coun-
tries and the developed countries can be successful over the next several
decades. In fact, the absolute gap, now so large, seems certain to widen.
What are the implications of this ?

73
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8) Economic growth is a complex and not well understood process.
Many low income countries have been stagnant economically for centuries.
The obstacles to growth are many. Capital is lacking. Population rises
rapidly (or even '"explodes'') as inexpensive health measures force down
death rates. Where this occurs, tremendous economic achievements are
required if the individual is to maintain merely his present low standard
of living. Technicians are scarce. The entreprenurial spirit is frequently
weak. Natural resources may, or may not, be abundant. In this situation,
how much influence can the developed nations bring to bear on foreign econ-
omic growth? Is there reason to believe that, within a foreseeable period,
a "satisfactory! pace of economic activity can be maintained by the low in
tome countries without extraordinary external assistance ?

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our stated purpose in discussing the questions propounded in Sec-
tions A and B of this outline has been to clarify our thinking about the ob-
jectives of U. S. foreign development policy. At this point, let us sum-
marize our conclusions. Let us attempt to do this simply and in non-tech-
nical language which can serve as the basis for obtaining the support of the
general public.

C. What are the broad policy implications to be drawn from the dis-
cussion of the preceding questions?

The discussion to this point should have lead to some conclusions as
to the adequacy of present U. S. policy and programs. If it should be con-
cluded that changes in such policies or programs are needed, then a few of
the questions which will also require answers are listed hereafter.

It is extremely doubtful that time will permit a discussion of these
questions at the October 30th meeting, but we include them as a guide for
possible future discussion.

1) Additional Capital Requirements. One of the ways in which the
U. S. can indirectly affect foreign economic development is through its own
economic growth, especially if that were coupled to the sort of trade policy
envisaged in the recent Bell and Randall Reports. A more active attempt
to affect foreign economic development would involve the provision of ad-
ditional capital. Is it possible and useful to make estimates of the annual
amounts of foreign capital that could be effectively used in the low income
countries to promote "satisfactory" economic development? If so, how do
the amounts compare with what is now being done ? Is the repayment (transfer)
problem an important limitation ?

0)
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2) Private Capital. Part of the capital which the underdeveloped
countries need, and are receiving, comes from U. S. private investment
sources. What more can and should be done to promote this flow? What
are the limitations on the ability of U. S. governmental policy to stimulate
an expanded private capital outflow? Differentiate between types of capital
[overhead and other) and areas, Latin America compared with Asia.

3) Public Capital. The U. S. governmental agencies, the I.B.R.D.,
the new International Finance Corporation, and U. N, technical assistance
already provide some public capital. Should this be expanded? Should the
expansion take place through bilateral programs run by the U. S. or should
the emphasis be placed more heavily on other agencies such as the I. B.R.D.
or perhaps a new international organization? What are the merits and de-
merits of public loans, public grants, or the intermediate "soft loan''?
How serious a limitation on the effectiveness of U. S. programs are the
annual Congressional hearings, debates and appropriations ? Should mil-
itary type aid be separated from economic aid?

4) Advisory Function. One of the important contributions which
the U. S. and the I. B.R.D. makes in its aid programs is the advice which
it gives to the inexperienced technicians and public administrators in the
low income countries. Aid is an important lever for transmitting such
advice. Yet, we know that these new nations are most sensitive about
"pressure'' from the U. S. How can such advice be given without the ill
effects which sometimes result from it? Does an international agency
stand a better chance at having its advice accepted? Should the advice
be limited to technical and narrow economic questions or should it also
include broad economic, political and military "suggestions"?

5) Impact Projects. Should U. S. bilateral aid (or U. N. multi-
lateral aid) be concerned with the building of "public relations projects" --
projects such as a dam, a steel mill, or a housing development, con-
structed entirely with aid funds -- in addition to, or instead of, less dra-
matic works aimed at the general improvement of economic conditions
regardless of their dramatic effect?

10/22/56
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CHAIRMAN

Eric JOHNSTON
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Dr. Max F. Millikan
Director
Center of International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Millikan:

We want to thank you for chairing our discussion
of U. S. Foreign Economic Policy and Objectives, on
October 30th,

The conference would have been much more
superficial and less stimulating without your leadership
and your refusal to take the first simple answer to a
question as the last word.

I know that the discussion had an important
impact on the Board, and will be reflected in the report
which we are preparing. I hope that it also had an equal
impact on the members of the Fairless Committee staff,
who were present.

Sincerely yours,

Eric Johnston
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION
Washington 25, D. C.

October 12, 1956

DISCUSSION OUTLINE FOR MEETING ON OCTOBER 30, 1956

For some months, the I,D. A,B. has felt the need for a restatement

of the objectives and the rationale underlying U.S. foreign policy in the low

income countries, Existing statements have been unclear, at times con-

cradictory, and, because of this, subject to increasing criticism. The

Board believes that, until such objectives have been defined and a ration=-

ale articulated in terms undcr-~*andable to the general public, the Admin-

istration will continue to have difficulties in obtaining the moral support

of our people and the financial support of the Congress for its proposed

Drogramse

This question of objectives and rationale is a complex one, The

Board undertakes its current study with no illusions that it will produce

anything startlingly new in this field. It hopes, however, that, by dis-

cussing these matters with specialists from various nrofessions, each

of whom has been studying the problem, it may clarify its own thinking

and perhaps be able to contribute somewhat to the articulation which is

needed.
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As an outline for the meeting on October 30th, we suggest that

discussion center about the topics which are stated below:

What are, or should be, the foreign policy objectives

of the United States in the low income countries of the

non-communist world?

5B. Can U, S. foreign policies make a significant contri-

oution to economic growth in such countries? Can

economic growth in such countries make a significant

contribution to the achievement of U, S, objectives ?

-

 a What are the broad policy implications to be drawn
Cet

‘rom the discussion of the preceding questions ?

A, What are, or should be, the foreign policy obiectives of the United

States in the low income countries of tha nan-carmunict world?

Before attempting to evolve a U., S. economic policy toward the low

income countries, we must first attempt to define the ends, or objectives

of U, S, foreign policy in such countries, It is frequently stated that the

basic motivation for foreign policy is national security, and this is custom-

arily construed to include not merely physical or military security, but also

the freedom of the U, S., to continue its life in accordance with its traditions

and the objectives espoused in its Constitution. Much of our current policy

is based on such a national security objective, or at least defined and arti-~-

culated on this basis,

riL
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However, there are those/who maintain that although this national

security objective may be suffifient when dealing with the challenge of
Soviet Imperialism, itisnotbroad enough in scope to meet the challenge

of the "uncommitted nations’ with their mass aspirations for independence

and development, Therefore, we must inquire whether there are legitimate

foreign policy objectives for the U, S. which extend beyond the protective

goals of national security. Some of the questions which come to mind are

enumerated below, They involve military, political, economic and human-

itarian considerations, in that order,

1) For over seven years now, we have been agreed that the mil-

itary strength of the United States and that of its West European allies

must be built up and maintained, Should the United States also attempt

to foster military strength in some or all of the low income countries of

the non-communist world, and to what extent?
ie ad Ard : wma A .

The NATO countries are, relatively spea. Mk 2COnNomice:.  Vv

strong, politically stable and have a considerable measure of support for

the military policies of their governments. This is not necessarily true

in the low income countries, On the other hand, it has been argued that

the military potential of these countries could never stop a determined

communist move? that the requirements of a military build-up detract

from economic strength, and that U, S, pressures for a military program

foster the image of this country as a warlike, aggressive power, On the
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other hand, overseas bases are still considered by the Pentagon as essen-

tial to U, S, security, In addition, it has been pointed out that a military

program trains technicians, widens the horizons of many of its recruits,

hastens the process of social thange, and constructs public works, Then

there is a pragmatic consideration, In many countries -- U, S, military

assistance being limited largely to South Korea, Taiwan, Pakistan and the

South Indochinese States -~ would it now be ''politically' possible to curtai#

the military program even if desired?

2) A large part of diplomatic history has been the story of the

creation of alliances, Are alliances with the low income countries an

attainable major objective for the United States, and, if so, are they

desirable objective ? Ex~-colonies and emerging nations are very jealous,

of their independence, Should the United States be willing, as a stated I

objective, to accept less than full alliance, and less than full leadership!

in the foreign policies of these countries? Is mere non-alignment with

the communist block, popularly referred to as 'neutralism'toolowa

target at which to aim? What should be our policy toward uncommitted

nations and what effect will this policy have on our relations with the

nations who are tied to us through alliances ?
} dex 27, 8 x {an fea wh $Y LA ed Or df £7 AH #4 4 .

- 3) For many of us, the U, S. political and ecbnomic system

has proved its advantages as a method of achieving rapid economic growth

with a maximum of political freedom, Moreover, it is not ainfrequently
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found that countries with similar systems tend to be our friends and allies,

Does this mean that the U, S,, as a defined objective, should attempt to

foster political and economic institutions in the low income countries sim-

ilar to ours? More generally, ghould the Me Se. concern itself with foreign
aud 5tly AH

political and economic systems or only with¥specific government policies ?
A

Depending upon the direction of the discussion on the above questions, the

participants may wish to discuss possible analogies between the low income

countries of Asia, and our yecent policies in Spain and in Latin America.Mo 14 wrnitd Vigal sdtedi joy het hegpnlard ue Wt wontd Arp AU bing ACB Lagan
4) Is it in the interest of thef/U, S$, to attempt to strengthen the

internal security of the non-communist countries ? The Communist parties

in such countries could come into power not only by force but through legal

means, Irrespective of the factor of communism, local revolutions and dis-

order can be disruptive and may lead to war involving the major powers,

[n the light of these possibilities, should we d°""~+-=+iate in our policy

between friendly and neutral governments, between popular and unpopular

nmes ?

5) The Paley Report pointed out the rapid shift of the United States

to a ''have not" nation for many raw materials, Our dependence on foreign

sources was expected to rise dramatically from 1950 to 1975, Other econ-

omists have pointed out the importance of U, S, exports and export markets

to continued U, S, economic prosperity, Recently, an analysis was made

for Business International by the economists, research, and planning directors



of the international divisions of 16 major U, S, firms, which analysis supports

‘hese contentions, Is the United States! interest in sources of raw materials

and in markets for U, S, products sufficient to justify a government program

supporting foreign economic development?

6Y Many of the previous questions have reflected the current U, S,
WA Hla Mo Mss”

preoccupation with the challenge of Soviet .ix To what gxtent does the

.

social transformation in the low income countries present a challenge of it s own’

Should it be a policy objective of the U, S, to link itself with the mass aspirations

for independence and development in these countries ? If the answer is yes, is

this an affirmative objective in itself, or merely an extension of our national

security or national interest objectives ? Would the answers be the same in the

absence of the Soviet challenge ?

7) To some extent, humanitarian, ethical or moral considerations lie

behind many parts of U, S. domestic economic policy, as, for example, social

security, The Marshall Plan also had motivations of humanitarian consideration,

sven though the fall of Czechoslovakia may have helped it through Congress in

1948. But many argue that such considerations are an appropriate basis for actior

only by individuals or by states within their own borders, Should the U. S, Govern

ment base its foreign policy on humanitarian or moral grounds ?

B. Could U, S, foreign economic policies make a significant con-

tribution to foreign economic growth? Could foreign economic growth make

a significant contribution to the achievement of U. S. objectives ?

1} Economic growth is a complex and not well understood process.

Many low income countries have been stagnant economically for centuries.

The obstacles to growth are many, Capital is lacking. Population rises
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rapidly (or even "explodes'') as inexpensive health measures force down

death rates. Where this occurs, tremendous economic achievements are

required if the individual is to maintain merely his present low standard

of living, Technicians are scarce, The ent~~prenurial spirit is frequently

weak, In this situation, how much influence can the U. S. bring to bear on

foreign economic growth?

5) For the moment, let us assume that economic growth can be

measured in terms of national aggregates (total production) or national

averages (per capita production) or in some terms showing a changed
Thedd oun tibia (eo

distribution of income. What constitutes a '"'satisfactory' pace of economic

growth? Is there an absolute goal, say one or two percent per capita per

year; is there a relative goal? Would India have to match Communist China's

rate of growth to be "satisfactory! ? From present studies, it appears that

by 1975 no attempt to narrow the gap between the low income countries and

the developed countries (especially the U. S.)can be successful, Would the

rapid growth of Indian production, a doubling, be ''satisfactory'', or will

the widening of the absolute gap with the United States create "dissatisfaction"

in India nonetheless? Does this have a bearing on how any U, S, aid should

be administered?

3) In many of the low income countries, the drive for economic

development appears second only to independence in its emotional appeal,

The stability of the government may depend in large measure on its ability
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to produce ''successful'' economic growth or even, occasionally, to negotiate

aid, There are two successful models for economic growth, One is that of

the U, S. » Western Europe and Japan. The other is that of Soviet Russia

and, perhaps, may be that of Communist China, What are the attitudes of

the governments, the leaders and peoples of the low income countries toward

economic development, and the Western and the Soviet methods for achieving

it? What are their attitudes toward the role which the U, S. should play in

their economic growth?

4) We must recognize that economic growth in these countries can

raise serious problems for the U, S, Economic development can well disrupt,

rather than improve, internal stability, The destruction of peasant and tribal

standards of value, the growth of a landless, urban proletariat, increased

state activity in economic life, all could produce results which are inimicable

to Us S. objectives, Does this mean that economic growth is undesirable from

the U, S. point of view? Does the U, S. have any choice in the matter? Or,

does this mean that those nations which are pressuring for economic growth

are merely in a more advanced state of political evolution which the more

dormant states will sooner or later reach? How can their economic aspirations

be met with a minimum of adverse rejercussions on the U, S, ? What are the

psychological advantages and disadvantages of the act of giving U, S. foreign aid?
NO a - £ TE rfid ff yA rey pre *Code A 4 dedy PE A 4 7 ot ba AL. cad ‘. ]

5. In the past idee vears, the Soviet Bloc has taken advantage of the
1

preoccupation of many of these low income countries with economic advance-

ment, Though still low, Soviet Bloc trade with these countries has gone up
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markedly and a substantial amount of medium term and long term credits

have been granted on favorable terms, The Soviet Bloc has a large unused

. . . of ettJe ¢
potential for increasing these activities, What are the implitations of thi-

for future U, S, foreign economic policy?

6) The Marxists argue that impoverished people will turn toward

communism. Frequently, American public officials, as well as private

citizens, make statoments which implicitly or explicitly accept this thesis,

What validity is there to '"'stomach-communism'" ? Are better fed, etc,,

seople a necer~ary condition for achieving U. S. objectives in the low income

countries ?

7) There are those within the United States who believe that more

can be done for achieving U, S, objectives in these countries by technical

assistance, exchange of persons, cultural collaboration and large-scale

assistance to education than by contributions to economic development.

[s this a more fruitful approach to the challenge presented by the low income

countries ? If not, are such programs a necessary companion to economic

&gt;rograms, if U, S, objectives are to be achieved?

8) One of the important factors which has contributed to social

and political harmony in a strong democratic environment in the U. S,

may well have been the existence of an expanding economy, This has

provided a major outlet for the energies of the dynamic people of Amer-

ican society --energies which in other countries have taken anti-social

channels, Would the establishment of a growing economy with expanded
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economic and social opportunities provide a similar channel for the restless

energies of selected individuals, if not large numbers, in the low income

:Wh
countries ? ,foorbudne

C. What are the broad policy implications to be drawn from the

an
;3YE

discussion of the nreceding questions ?

1) The premise upon which this disc» -ion has evolved is that there

is a present need in the U, S, for a restatement of the objectives and rationale

of its foreign economic policy, particularly toward the low income countries,

Many believe that the primary need is one of articulation, How does one

state the objectives of our policy? Any rationale based strictly upon U, S,

national security or security from Soviet Imperialism seems to have little

persuasive appeal to the low income countries, Any rationale based upon

moral or humanitarian grounddseems to have equal lack of appeal to U. S,

taxpayers, Some historians have said that the United States is at its best

when its national interests and its national ideals coincide, Do we have such

a case to support our objectives here?

rr
———r = 2) One of the ways in which the U, S, can indirectly affect foreign

economic development is through its own economic growth, especially if

that were coupled to the sort of trade policy envisaged in the recent Bell

and Randall Reports. A more active attempt to affect foreign economic

development would involve the provision of additional capital, Is it possible

and useful to make estimates of the annual amounts of foreign capital that could

be effectively used in the low income countries to promote ''satisfactory"
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2conomic development? If so, how do the amounts compare with what is

now being done? Is the repayment (transfer) problem an important limitation?

3) Part of the capital which the underdeveloped countries need and

are receiving come from U. S. private investment sources, What more can

and should be done to promote this flow? What are the limitations on the ability

of U, S. governmental policy to stimulate an expanded private capital outflow?

4) The U, S, governmental agencies, the IBRD, the new International

Finance Corporation, and U, N, technical assistance already provide some

public capital, Should this be expanded? ,SHdylflthilsHelexpelpded?Should

the expansion take place through bilateral programs run by the U, S. or

should the emphasis be placed more heavily on other agencies such as the

IBRD, or perhaps a new international organization? What are the merits

and demerits of public loans, public grants, or the intermediate "soft loan?

How serious a limitation on the U, S. programs is the annual Congressional

hearings, debates and appropriations?

5) One of the important contributions which the U, S, and the

IBRD makes in its aid programs is the advice which it gives to the in-

experienced technicians and public adminirtrators in the low income coun-

tries. Aid is an important lever for transmitting such advice, Yet, we

know that these new nations are most sensitive about "pressure! from the

U. S. How can such advice be given without the ill effects which sometimes

result from it? Does an international agency stand a better chance at having

its advice accepted? Should the advice be limited to technical and narrow econ-

omic questions or should it also include broad economic, political and military
tsuggestions'' ? era
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Dr. Max F. Millikan
Center of International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Max:

My conscience has been bothering me ever since October
30th for not having written you a note of appreciation for the mag-
nificent job you did at that meeting, As we told you by telephone
‘he other day, Al and I have been working at forced-draft in order
ro get Mr, Johnston's testimony ready for his appearance before
the Fairless Committee, Enclosedisa copyof that testimony,

We are now going tp work to prepare the Board's paper
which we must have in thei Hana Japan on February 9 if we
are to have any effect upon their report, As you know, they are
leaving on December 27th for a six-week junket which will take
in 20 countries, Messrs, Fairless, Darden and Reid, plus four
members of the staff, are the only ones making the entire junket,
Mr, John L, Lewis will cover the European portion of the trip,
Mr, Jesse Tapp will go as far as Ankara, and General Smith and
Mr, Dupree will not be able to make the journey, However, all

&gt;f them will gather together in Hawaii about February 12th, and
they will then draft their report,

It is our feeling that we should get our opinions to them
so that they may read them before they start putting pen to paper
in Hawaii,

As you have no doubt heard, Everett Hagen has agreed
to participate in our Board meeting this Thursday, There is an
interesting anecdote to tell you in connection with this, Please
remind me to do so the next time I see you, I hasten to add that
this is not a commentary upon your Mr, Hagen but a commentary
apon the workings of the U, S, Government which I still find to be
‘a riddle within an enigma'',



(Dr. Millikan)
12/11/56-p,2,

There is a growing amount of sentiment here in Wash-
ington which is lining up behind the views which you and our Board
hold about foreign aid, and I am, therefore, more hopeful than
I was six weeks ago about the impact our Board may be able to
have if its renort is really first-rate.

Incidentally, I have just seen Paul Nitze at the NPA
annual luncheon and he was glowing in his praise for your book,
which apparently he has read in the page proofs,

Please let Al and myself know the next time you are in
town, and, if we do not see you before Christmas, many thanks
again and the best of the season's greetings,

Very sincerrly yours,

Mog Lhe AA

William C. Schmeisser, Jr.
Executive Director

1 Enclosure
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Testimony of Eric-Johnston before the Fairless Committee

November 28, 1956

I am Eric Johnston, Chairman of the International Development

Advisory Board.

The 1.D.A.B., as this. Board is referred to here in Washington,

was entablishedbyActofCongressin1950,anditsdutiesare to advise the
President and the Dir~zter of 1.C.A. on foreign development policy.

This Board, like your Committee, is comnosed of private citizens

rather than government employees. Its present membershipisasfollows:
Mr. Gardner Cowles
President of Cowles Magazines, Inc.

Dr. Robert P, Daniel =
President of Virginia State College.

Mr. Harvey S. Firestone, Jr.
Chairman of the Board,
Firestone Tire &amp; Rubber Co.

Mr. J. Peter Grace
President of W. R. Grace &amp; Co.

Dr. Wilton L.: Halverson.
Associate Dean, SchoolofPublicHealth,
University of Califariia.

Mrs. J. Ramsay Harris
Newspaperwoman and |

Member, U.S. Committee for UNICEF.



Mr. Lloyd A. Mashburn
General President, International Union of Wood,

Wire &amp; Metal Lathers (AFL).

Mr. Lee W. Minton
International President, Glass Bottle Blowers Assoc.

and Vice-President of the AFL-CIO.

Dr. William I. Myers
Dean, N. Y. State College of Agriculture,
Cornell University.

Mr. Herschel D. Newsom
Master of the National Grange.

Mr. William M. Rand
formerly President, Monsanto Chemical Co.

and also formerly Deputy Director of the
Mutual Security Agency.

Mr. Laurence F. Whittemore
Chairman of the Board,
The Brown Company.

I understand from Mr. Mullin that your Committee is generally

familiar with the activities of the I. D. A.B. -- such as its original report

"Partners in Progress" under the Chairmanship of Mr. Nelson A. Rockefeller,

its investment conferences at New Orleans and Havana, and its studies for

and recommendations to I.C. A. and its predecessor agencies. Therefore,

[ shall not bore you with any additional details at this time.

As you know, we are now restudying the fundamentals of U. S.

foreign economic development policy. Many of your staff attended one of

our October conferences. We have additional meetings planned for this



month as well as December and January. Out of this, the I.D. A.B. hopes

to formulate some conclusions and recommendations.

I wish that we had these conclusions ready for you now. We do not

But I would like to use the time you have so generously allowed me to give

you some idea of the questions we are asking ourselves, and where I think

we may come out on a few of them.

[. Causes of the Present Confusion.

During the past year, there have been steadily mounting doubts and

confusion about United States foreign development policy and United States

foreign assistance programs. The innumerable studies and investigations

which are now in progress provide eloquent testimony that the Administration,

the Congress, and the public all feel there must be something wrong with these

orograms.

Perhaps indeed there are improvements which are needed. But we

of the I.D. A.B. do not believe that the root of the trouble is to be found in

examinations of the scope, magnitude, duration, administration, or effective-

ness of our aid programs, important though these questions are. We are

convinced that the root of our confusion and our doubts is to be found in one

simple fact -- we no longer have a clear idea of our objectives, a simple

philosophy of what we are trying to accomplish.

This was not always so. The Marshall Plan and Point Four, which

form the basic philosophy of U. S. foreign economic development policy, had

clear and simple ideologies, at least at their conception.



When Secretary of State George C. Marshall made his historic com-

mencement address at Harvard University on June 5, 1947, he enunciated the

objectives of U. S. assistance policy in these two sentences: "Our policy is

directed not against any country or doctrine but against hunger, poverty,

desperation and chaos. Its purpose should be the revival of a working econ-

omy in the world so as to permit the emergence of political and social con-

ditions in which free institutions can exist".

In his inaugural address of 1949, President Truman said, "Fourth,

we must embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of our sci-

entific advances and industrial progress available for the improvement and

growth of underdeveloped areas . . . Their poverty is a handicap and a

threat both to them and to more prosperous areas . . . Our aim should be

to help the free peoples oi the world, through their own efforts, to produce

more food, more clothing, more materials for housing, and more mechanical

power to lighten their burdens . . . Only by helping the least fortunate of its

members to help themselves can the human family achieve the decent, satis-

fying life that is the right of all people.

I'hese two programs captured the imagination of the American people

and of the people of the foreign countries to which they were addressed.

A large part of the reason for their success is to be found in the fact that they

had three simple motivations: humanitarian -- to assist less fortunate people;

cconomic -- to help to build a more prosperous world in the interest of all;



political -- to help to attain internal stability in impoverished countries where

poverty and lack of hope might cause the people to seek extreme solutions to

their problems.

Since 1950, however, the rationale and objectives of U. S. foreign

economic policy have become more complex and less clear. We have fought

a minor world war -- the police action in Korea. We have rearmed ourselves

and the nations of Western Europe. And we have established new political and

military alliances with many of the nations of Asia.

Perhaps, one of the major sources of confusion has been the develop-

ment and growth of a program of military assistance which was originally

grafted onto the economic progiam and now all but encomnasses it. Today,

90 percent of our total foreign assistance goes to counfries that sign military

training agreements with the U. S., and over one-half of all of our aid funds

are expended on military hardware. Even the small segment remaining for

technical and development assistance has been presented to Congress as a

"defense requirement’.

It is not my purpose, at this time, to discuss the subject of military

assistance. We do believe, however, that our military and our economic

programs should each be considered separately, even though the two may

have objectives in common. Such separate consideration would do much to

eliminate doubt and confusion both at home and abroad as to our purposes.



Another major source of confusion has been that our people have

come to expect our economic aid programs to do much more than they were

ever designed to do. Much more in fact than any aid program, no matter

how improved, should be expected to accomplish.

We expect our economic assistance programs to earn the United

States the gratitude of foreign countries, to make the United States popular

abroad. We expect that the United States will be able to obtain diplomatic

concessions or agreements as well as military collaboration from foreign

countries. We hope or expect that countries receiving our aid will estab-

lish political and economic institutions similar to those which we have.

We would like to see immediate results, especially in the reduction of

Communist strength, in the countries receiving our aid. We hope to solve

some of our own economic problems -- to provide markets for U. S. sur-

pluses and to expand production of needed raw materials abroad. Finally.

we expect our economic assistance to strengthen the military power of

friendly countries.

It may be possible that, over the long run, our economic programs

could achieve many or all of these expectations. It would certainly be desir-

able if such results would follow. But for many reasons which I will not go

into at this time, we must not count upon these results. Moreover, if we

have them as the goals of our programs, we make it that much more difficult

to achieve the objectives which are attainable and very desirable. For example.



we lost much eof the reservoirofgoodwillwhichhadaccumulatedinIndia

as a result.-of our aid, by our continued criticismofthatcountryas un-

grateful because it was unwilling to join with us in a regional collective

security arrangement.

Nonetheless, foreign economic policy remainsamajor,ifnot

the major, instrumentforbuildingthetype of international community

in which we would like to live. The preponderance of U. S. material

production has given this country a tool, for good or for evil, which can-

not be overestimated.

Therefore, we of the I.D. A. B. believe that it is of overriding

importance that the United States develop a basic philosophy as to its in-

terest in foreign economic development. Only then can we sustain a pro-

gram with sufficient stability to surmount short-term disappointments and

to achieve results over the long pull. Only then can we focus our full at-

tention on the very difficult operational problems.

We seem to do this in other fields. After long years of debate,

free public education became an accepted principle of American life. The

subject is still debated, but the issues are the school building budget,

teachers' salaries and the curriculum.

Foreign economic policy ought to receive a similar though less

permanent status. The annual debates ought to continue but they should

consider questions of the amount of aid, the merits of loans and grants,



the advantages-ofunilateral,bilateralormultilateral administra tion,

the proper role of private foreign investment. But this can be achieved

only after a political or ideological basis for a U. S. foreign development

policy is agreed to by the U. S. people, Congress and Administration.

We of the I.D. A. B. feel that if we can help to find such a con-

sensus, we will have performed a useful function.

II. The U. S. Interest in Foreign Economic Growth.

U. S. policy and U. S. public opinion during the post-war decade

have been completely absorbed by the problems created as a result of the

bi-polarization of world power between the United States and the Soviet Union.

Thus it has been all too easy for us to see the Communist threat as the over-

riding problem of our time. But in our preoccupation with the struggle be-

tween ourselves and the Soviet Union, we have tended to overlook the fact

that the non-Communist world is itself split into two parts -- the developed

and the underdeveloped countries. We are just beginning to realize that, in

the latter, a revolution has been taking place -- a revolution which may well

be the single, most significant factor of the 20th century.

The ancient civilizations of Asia and the Middle East, once dynamic

and creative, but stagnant throughout much of modern history, are now awak-

ening. The social revolution which is taking place is sparked by a rising tide

of nationalism which demands expression in freedom from colonial domination.

(In the past 15 years, more than half a billion people in Asia and Africa have



gained national independence.) Coupled with this aspiration for independence
has come a pressing demand for more of the material things of life and for

a feeling of personal pride, prestige and dignity.

We in America, in conjunction with our friends in Western Europe,

bear a large share of the responsibility for this social revolution. Its cause

can only be ascribed to the impact of Western economic and political ideas and

values on the underdeveloped areas of the world. Also, in this respect, Com-

munism is a Western ideology, because it joins non-Communist thought in

preaching that there is an alternative to traditional poverty and that man can,

within very wide limits, remake his way of life to achieve greater material

benefits for himself and greater power for his nation.

But this spread of Western ideas and the achievement of national

independence have not yet brought the human betterment which is so urgently

demanded. The new countries find it difficult to make progress toward these

goals at a pace that satisfies their aspirations. Capital is required, new

techniques must be learned, able administrators must be trained and a

tradition must be developed of responsible dedication to the public interest.

The split between the developed and underdeveloped countries of

the non-Communist world is very real and very wide. It presents many

complex problems and it is compounded of many different factors. We are

extraordinarily rich; the people of the underdeveloped countries are extraor-

dinarily poor. We are white; they are colored. We have been identified with
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colonial and imperial powers; they are acutely aware of their recent status

as colonies.

n the field of economics, the present gap between the developed and

underdeveloped countries of the non-Communist world is so wide as to defy

simple description. Moreover, there is little doubt that regardless of what

United States policy may be in the near future, this gap will grow rather than

narrow over the next two decades. If India, for example, were to achieve

its present economic goals and to double its per capita income by 1975,

this would be a tremendous achievement. And yet each man, woman and

child would have an income of only a little over $100 per year. On the other

hand, if U. S. personal income were to increase by only 50 percent over the

same period of time -- less than seems probable to most observers -- our

per capita income in 1975 would exceed $3,000 per person. This means that

the absolute gap between personal income in the United States and personal

income in India would have risen from less than $2, 000 at present to about

$3,000 in 1975.

The problem which faces the U. S., as the leader of the developed

countries of the non-Communist world, is how to prevent this growing econ-

omic gap from creating an even more disruptive and chaotic situation within

the non~-Communist world than now exists. It is a problem which U. S.

foreign policy cannot avoid. The underdeveloped countries contain a third

of the world population and take in more than a third of the world's land area.



They are the source of many important raw materials. The Asian-African

countries now controlthebalanceofvotingpowerwithintheUnitedNations,

a. balance previously held by the underdeveloped countries in Latin America.

The importance of these groups will grow whether the Communist threat in-

creases or subsides.

With this situation and this outlook, is it in our national interest

and should it be an objective of our foreign economic policy to give the

anderdeveloped countries substantial assistance in their struggle for

economic betterment? Can this help in creating a world in which our people

can continue to live in accordance with their ideals and traditions? We be-

lieve that the answer is yes.

There seem to us to be two reasons why the United States should

pe interested in furthering the development of these underdeveloped coun-

tries, one of them political and one humanitarian.

L) By allying ourselves with the aspirations of these countries and

by giving them substantial economic and technical assistance toward the

achievement of their aspirations, we can stimulate or assist economic

growth. With a more satisfactory pace of economic growth, we can reason-

ably hope that there will emerge political and social conditions favorable to

the existence of a healthy, free society. It is in such a world that our own

people can best live in peace and prosperity.
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The problem which we face is one of social and political ferment.

We have faced it before in our own history and have found that these problems

were solved as our production grew and as our economic horizons expanded.

Despite the expectations of some in the 1930's, our own underprivileged of

that period did not accept extreme solutions but were able to find employ-

ment as our economy threw off its shackles and moved forward. After a

orief period of violence, labor and management in the United States are now

equally responsible members of our economic society and both seem to have

fairly similar politics, in marked contrast to the wide gulf in political belief

which exists in most countries of the world.

The existence of an expanding economy in which intelligence and

hard work were rewarded has broken down the social classes which we

brought with us from Europe. An expanding economy has made possible

an open and classless society far beyond the dreams of the founding fathers

or even of the prophets of only two decades ago.

Here at home business has found it profitable to take a broad interest

in labor and in the community. Beginning in the 1940's, American private

enterprise found it profitable, in its foreign operations, to take an interest

in the countries in which they were working. I believe that we, as a nation.

likewise will find it profitable to take an interest in the underdeveloped coun-

'ries and in increasing their standards of living, their production and their

markets.
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We should be under no illusion that economic development will solve

all problems. We know that it will create many problems in the countries

undergoing the process, and, as a result, for the United States. Economic

znd social change is disrupting the centuries old patterns of life, habits, and

traditions. But I believe that the problems created by the social revolution

lready in process can be eased only by more economic growth than seems

possible without outside assistance.

Consider what could happen if the peoples of the underdeveloped areas

fail to achieve a steady pace of economic growth. We know that they want econ-

omic development and are struggling to achieve it with all the means at their

disposal. No one who has traveled in these areas, be he a private citizen

such as myself or a government official such as the Vice-President of the

United States, has failed to be impressed by the force of this determination.

Indeed, governments which cannot show some progress in this direction will

not long hold power.

There are two successful models for such development -- the demo-

cratic, free enterprise model of which the prime example is the United States,

and the totalitarian method which is personified by the Soviet Union and Com-

munist China. The peoples and governments of the underdeveloped countries

are not committed to either model. I personally believe that their leaders,

given a choice, would prefer to follow the example set by the United States,

but in many ways the people of these countries may be more susceptible to



the. Soviet one which is not associated with Western colonialism and exploi-

tation and which has an ideology of social equality apparently appealing to

these people.

Recently, the Soviet Bloc has been expanding its economic relations

with the underdeveloped countries. This has helped to paint a picture of the

Communist world as a peaceful trader interested not in aggression or domi-

nation of countries outside of the Bloc, but interested solely in their economic

growth. This policy of the Communist countries has been in effect some two

or three years now, but it cannot be expected to have achieved substantial

results in such a short time. Fortunately, the events of the past month have

lone something to show the Soviet's true colors.

Nonetheless, given the many economic and social problems which

exist in the underdeveloped countries, a totalitarian, if not a Communist

answer, may appear to many to be a simple way out. Speaking two years

ago at the Bicentennial Anniversary of Columbia University, the Ambassador

from Pakistan stated the problem as follows: "An empty freedom under which

poverty and disease prevail, cannot stand up to the lure of economic better-

ment even if its promise is accompanied by political slavery".

2) Secondly, I feel strongly that a foreign development policy which

nas as its sole objective the economic betterment of the impoverished coun-

tries of the world finds ample and, to me, sufficient justification in the mo-

rality and tradition of American society. We should not be self-conscious

pecause of the strong humanitarian element in our earlier aid programs.



This was America at its noblest. America is concerned with spiritual and

moral values. We can demonstrate this to ourselves and to the world by the

way we share our material abundance and technical knowledge with the less

fortunate of the globe.

The only channel through which we can hope to transfer to the people

of the underdeveloped countries something of the values of our way of life is

our mutual concern with economic growth. Our values cannot be transferred

by words alone. They can be transferred by deeds, by working together for a

common purpose with the people of the underdeveloped countries.

If we wait, we may well see the countries of the underdeveloped areas

failing to accomplish any perceptible economic progress. Even if they do

achieve some growth by their own efforts alone, the widening of the gap between

them and us may well create political and moral problems which we cannot now

foresee and which it may be too late to treat a decade or so from now.

I believe that we face a situation in which U. S. self-interest and U. S.

ideals both support the same course of action. We have an opportunity to assert

a moral and political leadership, an opportunity which will certainly be lost if

we attempt to calculate its benefits in the same currency in which we must reckon

ite costs.

(II. Basic Operational Problems.

[ have answered to the best of my ability the question proposed at the

beginning -- why the U. S. should be interested in foreign economic development.

Perhaps I should go no further. I hope you will forgive me, however, if I take a
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few more minutes to touch upon certain major operational problems. These

are problems that the I. D. A. B. will specifically study in its coming meetings,

and therefore I shall do little more than indicate the outlines of each.

1) How much additional foreien capital do the underdeveloped coun-

tries "require"?

I would suggest that, for purposes of this discussion, we interpret the

word "require't as the amount by which total investment would have to be in-

creased in the underdeveloped countries in order that, after a reasonable period

of time, they would be able to experience a self-sustaining rate of economic

growth -- i.e. a steady increase in per capita consumption, as well as in domes-

tic investment, without requiring extraordinary financial assistance from abroad

We cannot expzact the gap in standards of living between ours elves and

the underdeveloped countries to be narrowed; but we can hope to help the latter

achieve a satisfactory pace of economic growth which will eventually be self-

sustaining.

The major external requirement would be the financing of a signifi-

cant increase in investment in the underdeveloped areas.

The popular impression seems to be that this is a hopeless task.

Nothing could be farther from the truth. Gross capital formation in the non-

Communist countries of Asia and Africa is currently estimated at about

$7 billion per year. (In Latin America, where private investment can play

the primary role, the gross capital formation is about $8 billion per year.)

Obviously, a relatively light U. S. Governmental effort could make a signifi-

cant increase to capital formation of such small magnitude.



It is true that capital formation alone is not enough. Economic

development involves a whole host of social, political, and economic factors.

Nevertheless, capital is the one major deficiency of these areas and is the one

commodity which the U. S. can most readily supply.

2) Can the U. S. afford substantial erconom’s ~eaigtance ?

[t seems clear to me that the United States can afford a substantial pro-

gram of economic assistance to the underdeveloped countries. I say this in full

recognition of the urgent needs of this country for schools, for highways, and

for tax reduction. This judgment stems from the magnitude of the foreign needs

and some knowledge of the strength of the American economy. Total American

production is now running at the rate of $414 billion per year. It has been in-

creasing at about three and one-half percent per year, or an absolute amount

of over $14 billion per year. In other words, a large increase could be made in

capital formation of the underdeveloped countries with no reduction at all in

U. S. income and with only a small reduction in the amount by which our in-

come increases each year.

3) What role. if anv. should the other developed countries play in

economic assistance ?

We think that careful consideration should be given to bringing the

countries of Western Europe and Japan into the task of aiding economic growth

in the underdeveloped nations.

At the present time, our policy largely excludes the participation of

these other countries. We now face a time when the countries of Western
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Europe want to jein with us. In N.A.T.O., the O.E.E.C. and in public

statements; they have offered to participate and to contribute:

These nations can relieve the U., S. taxpayer of some of the burden.

Moreover, common action would help to restore the pride, the prestige, and

the self-respect which the war and the post-war years have cost Western

Europe and Japan. It is important that this be done.

4) What additional role can U. S. private investment play ?

As a businessman I am firmly convinced that private foreign invest-

ment is of great importance. In the post-war years the quantities have not

been large, and they have been directed almost entirely to Latin America

and Canada. Nevertheless, we must recognize that there are many ''qualitative"”

advantages to private investment abroad which are underestimated as the

"quantitative '" effects are exaggerated. Private investment generally brings

with it managerial skills and know-how which are as important to the under-

developed countries as is the capital itself.

Measures should be considered to stimulate foreign private invest-

ment. This is a problem which we are studying in considerable detail. es-

pecially in connection with our experience after the New Orleans Conference and

the necessity to strengthen existing mechanisms before the Caracas Conference.

In underdeveloped areas outside of Latin America. the increase in

U. S. private investment is likely to be small and concentrated in the extractive

industries. Much of the present need of the underdeveloped areas is for capital
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in social overhead -- ports, transportation, and schools, for example.

Although private capital did finance these investments in the pre-war period,

it has not done so, nor does it seem likely to do so, today

CONCLUSIONS

I believe that the United States should, at its highest levels, reaffirm

its purpose to aid in the development of independent and growing nations in the

world, so as to encourage the emergence of political and social conditions in

which free institutions can flourish.

[ believe that in order to clarify U. S. objectives, for our own people

and for the people of the world, we should separate the military and economic

segments of our assistance budgets.

I believe that the United States must find some means to enlist the

support of the other developed nations of the world in this crusade against

nunger, poverty, and desperation.

[ have been able to find no words which sum up my position more

succintly than those of the late Henry L. Stimson when in 1947 he wrote,

'I do not mean to belittle the Communist challenge. I only mean that the

essential question is one which we should have to answer if there were not

a Communist alive. Can we make freedom and prosperity real in the present

world? If we can, Communism is no threat. If not, with or without Communism

our own civilization would ultimately fail.

11/27/56
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ihe Fhilosophy and Principles of U, 5, Economie

Agsistance to Foreion Countries

atraduc £1 on,

1. There have been steadily mounting denh‘a and confusion about United

States foreign devel nt »olicy and United States foreign

The innumerable studie: and inveatior tions which are now in progress provide
 wy | alleloquent téstimony that the Administration, the Cor ~-1s, and the puhlic/feel

 Tams

there must be som thic~ veray with the RT

2, Povrhang indeed tha-q , +: 4» &amp;

the 1, D. A,B, does not believe that the root of the trouble is to be found in

sxamirations of the seme, magnitude, duration, ad—~" "-t~ation, or effective

ness of our aid ny amg, important though these questions are. We are con-

vir- d that the root of our confusion and cur doubts is to be found in one simple

fact -« we no longer have a clear idea of our ob’ ~~ +s, a simnle philosophy of

what we are trving to agcomnlizh,

«Ot always so, The Marshall plan and Point Four, which

form the basic philosophy of U, 5. foreign economic development policy, had

clear and simple idesln~ies, at least at their conception.

When Ser “uxv of State George C. Marshall made his historic

commencement address at Harvard University on June 5, 1947,

he enunciated the objectives of U, 5, ar~istance policy in these



two sentences: “Our policy is dls ~~ 4d pt uot 8p

country ox doctrine but #. _‘nst hunver, poverty, des

peration and chaos. Its purpose should be the revival of

a Wi 'ng economy in the world so as to permit the emere-

gence of nrlitical and pocial co=ditions in ~%'ch frees in.

gtitutions vax &amp;. 1
ty

~g of 1949, Presi’ nt Truman said,

"Fourth, we must embark on 2 bold nev

the benafits of our scientific advances and inde *-

avai’ le for the imp vement and growth of undevdsveloped

Te. a 4 Their poverty is a handicaw and a threat both to

ther and ta sone © © es o * Our aim sb «ld be

to heln the free po v wi the world, through thelr own ef

forts. to mere food, more clothing, more mm ~=iyla

for housing, and mv : mechanical power to lighten their burdens

&gt; Only by helping the least fortunate of its mr" -ra to help

thers+elves can the human family achieve the decent, satislying

life that is the right of all people’

and of th

4, Theas tore cw wa gr~tured the im‘ nution of the Apr”

y Be r~1a of the foreign countries to which they ve 2¥dre ged.

A large part of the reason for their success ia to be found in thefact that they

had three simple motivations:

humanitarian «= tog 1 a fortunate rr



economie ww ta etn pa herd = wearld

in the interest of all

political «« to help to attain int=rnal stability in im-

“ished ge 0 ow = ws—avty and lack of hope

j- " eat ¥“vgs the ¥  a gelutions to
) ve
LA”[eels

x La Pf

5. Since 1950, ho --r, the rationale and objectives of U, 8.

© emmnlex snd less clear. We ha

fourht &amp; miner world war «~ the police action in Korea, We :

our “ves and the nations of Western Turope. And we

we,

- Hg

~-litical and military alliances with many of the nations of Asis, L-

£ , Pevhapg one of the ms ing amv # onnfy ~ian has been the .XN .  li

ont ia. 8

+ wd and growth of : prev. sm of milita-— "atance which was originally

es it, Today,grafted onto the er -

90 pent of our total for ~~. &lt; intsrsg poes to eauntries that sign military

 tg with the United States, | and ovyrone-half of all of sur aid funds

are e-ponded on military hardware. Most of the armrr-" prmaining for tech

nical and develsr —-~

Fp

. In addition to the large military aid ~~ ram and the

practice of giv" t ‘wmie ald to countries with + weds + leporwlitar“eg mil

lianssgs under the label of def-~ Caw Srgt, we have further confused ours

selves bv mingline semarams with short-term objectives with those which



tan "ps

used to t+

v off" only in the long term. Some part of U, 8S. economic aid is

i RTT eq 8 = &amp; gd  We “wheat to Tunisia

to avoid a famine, We oo “Jt Vietnam tor

€. The military aid por ~~ ~m and the "c

vm chiectives are Ir~-viant, They can eaeily be justified as a major

cmeliey, Dut this {8 outside of the ~~~

the r

with the +

nk vw afeh the LD. A.B, has set for itsalf, We »-

Tenawhichbear oa the U, 8, {ov «tin lil “wan for

economic prowth,

i itign to the rf "upiog ir  4 into the ec omic ald

0) &gt; bv the growth of foreign military assistence, there iy another

I * f confusion and dis’ “intment., TT» wmeenle, the Congress

ar i ay © ‘rtention have come tr  Gp pFving § *
El

dc

to do much more than thev | (ver desig, F k’ *h more in fact than

any ald pyc 1m, no matter how imvroved, should b. 4 to. ~ ~mrifsgh,

10, We er py* pr mops

- of foreicr conntrieg, to make the United States popular

=t that the United Stat~a will be able to obtain diplomatic

States © -

abre © OW -

Lond. rs Fa “nte a8 well ag militar colt=*  ~tion from foreizn

gountries +: b ba wbeae than $V of A “ring

U. &amp;. aid and to have them follow U, 5, policy le: +X  ship or desires both

ia international w=tters and, oceeaionally, even in sor~J - ~tic affairs.



“HC ing
2

3

» ~ourald will extablish political

1 “mic institutions similay te the ~ which we have, We expect to see

ime t results, especially in the reduction of Communist s rength, in the

county’ *otng our aid, We ex st to solve some of our own economia

pw ~ 7 fg { wns onde wig for U, § ~o= toast and to - ww meaduction

"ny
an abroad, v Le et ove perm tpt §

ge then the military power oi fr} “Aly countries. [And yet, at the same

bir ogg hg  rn I
[3

Ei

a vie Hanchip between ald, forester «~ ~nwami¢ growth and the achieve-

ment of U. 8, foreign policy objectives. )

11. It may be possible that our ~~

i Yl of thene ax ~tatiomg, [tv YE grade to Ancienbly if most

1 Vized, Dut fo ys § “Yer nt upon the ¢

raanirg,  ceap, §f ve hove th vm as the goals or gt
« or Ue mek

it tha much vr difficult to ~~ 1th ehigetiw Wi © peiafaable and

very desirable.

2. It is ur sonable to expect that foreign aid would make the

[nited S¢- LI

in gl age +}

phin Ue ~ not om

* abroad, and, mr wer, unr ary

23, The dem so*r57 u +L 91

Yavg ©. = city, Th wide

differences of all sorts between the undsrc veloped countries

and ourselves, and the fo “‘waly conscious of



the differanceg, Aware cf #7 colonien.

thes ' ¢puntries will become incr singly §1 becomes incr ( ging’yirde=ndent ar

'&amp;ingly hostile to the idea that thev can be dictated

to ov eominated by a stroncer power, It is much more

jer -=tant to U, 8. security end future well.!

the rp a pence of pride «

in their own institutions and abilities, than that they be

made me «~~ of their own poverty and of the real

guten goa i Cased “=tenceon the United States, We do

raw tvoe of colonialiamg ve do want gpr-vo,

sr~ndant nations in the world,

b. The United States should not e- t to obtain diplomatic or

military ¢-7' 7 Han ip

sistance. A country joing, or should join, with the Unir-

States in a diplomatic oy military allirnes if it is to its

advantage to do 80. The Eur~ an countries joined with the

United States in NATO beenuse this was the case, Had they

joined undey U, 8. economic ~-  a - gp indvwe~ments, the

ap na would have been the wr Yay and th&gt;~» wer 71 ba

Cab 1 tr’ 1ropwartitonthe part ef yo -ia ox

ay

go. The ar - ~eiation of U, 8. foreign economic | Cama with

U. 8, military oh’~etives has given rise to the image of the



+

United Star a warlike, aggressive power. The Soviet

Union hes t1kon ad-rntage of this and in its foreign economic

Pp

will.

ris

. 18! 9 much of the fact that it hag ra +

Aid to stron; then £*~ndly milits *Y POTTS BOT

rainly continue to be an fro ~yiant tool for U, 8, pricy
aii.om
a » It would be denrirable, however, if this could be

sevrated at least conceptually from a general program of

aid which has as its objective the es ~wamic growth of the

foreign countriea,

d. It might be desi~Hg if fo-aion ernve Corey te er abligh

p-titieal and gene Tvteetienggimilar to these which we

b Ber “fon cannot, in the long yun, achi 3 (r &gt;

we arsire. The evr le of U. 8, per! © at home and in

the world is much s*  ede Ten would be resisted if

it did not boomerang on the country attempting to use it.

t. It i8 true that the United States has an fmr-—" ngs Bi aa

omic interest in the exnansion of = Juetion rad me + in

foreign covntries, But this dnt {~~ 1 pot “~wm gufficient

 tal gid program. If our object’-to ju

*

to further the ec ~~wmig ints ~~gta of this country, it could Per pe

ably be done more efficiently by spending the same amount of

money in a different manner, such ag bullding mere roads and



gob

itgelf, ¢

%

‘pos ig the territarial limits of the United States

ow bop mean Fo# em ~*ng gor r “nmapts } alley
bal =diture and taxation.

{  £ refop ~plitice) xo “ug xriops of 8 program

“% U, 8, econamic fo" ~~ + as one of its priv

objet" would be bad. Even if this were not an explicit

U. &amp; obiective, it would be difficult, but not imr-~rikle, to

convince for: ‘oners that the U, 8, r= = mw “nob 8 means

of palvi=~ gur own domestic economic problems. (For ex

stern Europe in the early days of the Marshall

- it weas widely believed that the wr in was devised:

Bn

Plas
boy +

3

"§ y z me wy r “Soin,ofTovment. Nothing

ce
oa

RTT ay NC “her from the truth rince at that time there

wz 4 price and oo C1 controls or “8 of many como

roe tue « whi" wr ve belr WB" =ed to Europe.)

12, Deenite the lar~e number of objectives which U, 8, fo ¥ goowamie

policy cannot and should not be ¢— ected to achieve, it remains &amp; major, if not

the major, instrument for buildirq the typs of int

we would like to live, The pr-

this errntry a tool, for good or for evil, watch cannot be r-

13, Thercfore, the I. D.A. B. believes that it i:

==" 1 ¢ommunity in which

. pe a oy, ha } nm has given

that the United States develop a bagie phil~~- ~~ a4 to its interest in foreign

economic development, Only then ca» we sustain A Trsgram with sufficient



pa

f itv to Gurwen ss =,  ntments and to achieve results

sver the long pull. Only then gn we

difficult onerations] prablems,

*~eug our full attention on the very

Cr abhate

[re Yiu oi rise wo  qd prine’nle ¢ ~toqn life. The

tubie ~ ig still dev *d, but th r the school bullding budget,

salaries, the cur=iorhuorr

15. Foreign economic policy ought t #7 eilay status,

The annual debates ought to continue but they should consider questions of

the amount of ald, the merits of leans and grants, t+ eu of unils aval,

bilate~ * se paalpit- ofcatiarention,the~= FE &amp; La pt

vegtment. But this can ve achieved only after a political or ris gical basis

for a U. 8, forci~u develo =f nolicy {i ~~ -=d to by the U, 5. people,

congress srr Amit oy “iian,

16. We of the 1.D, A,B, feel th «of We au Tp "0 find such a con

sEnsug, wa lke Faowead goyssful function.



II. The Present and Pror~ective World Setting
17. U. 8S, policy and U, 5. public opinion during the post-war decades

have be rom="~+-ly absorbed by the probleme er = 3-- &gt; ~~ault of the

ization of world power betws: ea the United States and the Soviet Union.

Thus, it has been all too easy to see the Communist thy  -t as the ov-~riding

problem of our time, But in our “uration with the struqgle between

surselves and the Soviet Union, we have tended to overlook the fact that the

non-Communist world is itself split into two parts - the developed and the

anderdeveloped countries. We are just beginning to realize that, in the latter,

» ~avolution which mr v well be the single,a

most significant facta af ha pyoF *t of the 20th Century.

18, The ancient civilizations of Asia and the Middle East, once dynamic

and creative, but stagnant throurhout much of r -” = history, ar- A

The social revolution which is taking place is sr-rked by a rising tide of

nationalism which demands expression in freedom from colonial domination.

(Since World War II, more than half a billion people in Asia and Africa have

gained national ipdsnerdsnce.} Coupled with this aspiration for indenendenca

enme a rrr “sing demand for more of the material things of life and for

a feeling of personal pride, prestige and dignity.

19. This proving revolution can only be ascribed to the impact of

“eomomieand political idess and values on the un’ Fr ~eloved o-

of the world, In this respect, Communism is a Western ideclogy; it Joins none

Communist thought in preaching that there 18 an sliernative to traditional poverty



and that man can, within very wide limits, rem * 1% “fo achieve

greater mr’ 'r1 he-efits for himself and 7 ¢ 1 = er for his nation.

20. Butthi= ~~  4cf%( ~ra ideas and tbr
-

independerce have not yet brought the human bet*~rment which is so urrently

demanded, Moreover, there is no reason to believe that most of the ua

countries are on the threshold of achieving a satisfactory pace of economic growth

oY idl 2 EL R but steady, rate of iner~rag in» « can’ 'a production, The reasons

are div. .:&amp; «nd ¢omulex, The rapid growth i» ~o- Han, which vesulis from

' ¢ in the derth ra'e a8 low cost hex.

coipled with very low incomes, which mae saving and lnv-=" = t very difficult

and very limited, constitute the basic economic problem of the »

countries. There are other problems as well. A business or ~~ ~~ ial

spirit and class must be developed; new techniques must be learned; able admini-

gtrators must be trainedandat. ~~ =m aible dedication to the publie

int»rest must be ent=wlizshed.

21. Addition foreign capital could me’ . an fm tee

it would. at best, be marginal. By and large, the ecr~ = + Con 5B ia,

Africa. =ad Latin America will have to |

cavital of, those areas, And there is litile reason to be optimistic ab 4

with which this can be done in the first two areas,

wlished by the people in, and the

22. The gap between the developed and un +++ "veloped countries of the

pon-Communist world is v~~r ~eal and very wide. Ii is compovnded of nv



different factors. We are ev’

oii

 7 o=digarily rich) ¥°

( ”

oh ye? Je ] dTayelope

countries are ex! ~sordinarily poor. We are white; they are colored. We have

been identified with colonial and imr=rial powers; they are acrtely aware of their

recent status as colonies.

23. In the field of economics, the present gap between the developed

and under” “veloped countries of the non-Communist world is so wide as fo defy

simple description. Moreover, .there is little doubt that regardless of what
United States policy may be in the near tetare. this gap will grow rather then

narrow over the next two decades. (If India, for example, were to achieve its

present ecoromic goals and to double its per capita income by 1975, this would

be » dye laps sehiovement. Yet, each man, woman and child would have

an income of only a little over $100 per year. On the other hand, if U, S. per-

gonal income wr re to incr ~#e by only 50 percent over the same period of time -

less than r~ vos nrobable to most oF

would exceed $3, 000 per person. This means that the absolute gap between

personal income in the United States and personal income in India would have

risen from less than $2, 000 at present to about $3,000 in 1975.)

24. The problem which faces the U.5., as a leader of the developed

 3 == our per capita income in 1975

countries of the non~-Communist world, is how to prevent this growing economic

gap from creating an even more disruptive and chaotic situation within the non.

Communist world thas row exists, It is a problem which U, 8. foreign policy

cannot evold. The underdeveloped countries contain a third of the world popus

lation and take im more than a third of the world's land area. They axe the source



of many important 7° = reterials, Th i
~~

the be!  » within tha Unitagd Matirng,

ki pt - 4 gro=tuign jn i fo om

these grou {Ml prow whethe&gt;
a

25. Ho one can virw the soc) i nolities Iv

gour' - b te erious er ra. 1k 4 x,

» gontrol

Tot a previously

Te frm a 2 Che

CR Ack

~ aft

ive sibility that »~ =

parts of tha ue welorw4areaswill nlite

orbit. Wheth- v thev do or not, the cutlook is for the continuation of, and’

in, totrlitaziartem, internal instability end violence, and ——

wove mia states of the world kave, by 2nd large, adopted

the polities had Yet, thin doe» not

have the firm foundation {yu fs “Hom v Arsipine which is t* - 3 in the West.

it must| “ed thr V . 3 Pp prlitieal ¢ ct of 8 long

pevie dr * avolntion, of tri?

aim = Hugle ron.

q° +or of relizious and political thought, This

exp.  4 rebut in the

war “itieal forma. In many e~vniries the pre

o£
By 2

thelr adoption «11

preilitary dict

27. or mmm § yan

alnd op r v rule,

“iveor, at dass 1%, to a large

part of the #1! a =. ny1 = ~gligious

tradition, with its en 1 onthe vg of the fen yr wl and ¥ -- 4 with

the wv 4 .4 milllons » illiterate, and imp-verished

countrymen lato the mr ° “= world, there i3 a great tendency toufe ft ’



methods, Commun wm would not make for them, as it would for us, the

destruction of Clues built un ~~ +pomnywars. Rather, it would be view

“ec mower and pro *lze for the elite as individuals

; a nation. It has been suv-  #ful in doing this ina

short time in the Soviet Unlon, Cormren~i~m {a also sitractive to the elite in

veloved countries becsusge it offers an emotionally satisfying ex.

“thele epuntirv's poverty. I thev are frustrated {pn th

achlevs 3 satisfying pace «

exploitation”, for which thre

23, There ave tv ~--momic devilop-

nent -«~ the demseratic, free ~ ‘=a model of which the nrime example 18

the United States, and the tof rir method which is personified by the Soviet

Union and Communist China, The peels end © mants of the ur’

countries r+ net committed to of! er mndel, Given the mrny ecenoralc and

social rg which est in the und ¥ o wi 1 gountr. +t. a totalitoriag,

if no! C priraais + ~r, may appear to many to be » sim»  way cut. Speakire

 gio © niennial &amp;r ry of Columbia University, the

rv from F satan stated the problem a8 follows: "An emply freed m

under which poverty snd dis

bett~sment ev a if {re

il. cannot stand un to the lon

serpaml~g { i py petitt - - ana

29, i =a, a "Gn ew
E.  a; Cte in the fertile ool] of fruse-

trated ambitions in the unders~— “i tries, chaotic and slisrupting events

reer likely fo be the rule rather then
=
: t~gertion, Ther~ are a more than



ample number of powdr +! 3 wl ch can eazily be ignited;

Afrhanistan « Pakistar, Prkistan - Jddia, Ir fa L*0 v0

alyels rael,
 oo» + and Net* -

lands New Guinea, Egypt » Sudan, Moreover, internal strife and revolutions

seem more likely than not, All of these cor

the world as well as the particular trouble spot, They re-uire the U. 5. to

maintain large armed forces and rrrtrictions on 1c) ional freedom which this

country finds onerous and unpalatable. They multiply the number of incidents

which could set off mass destruction. Thev become ine refingly unbr — "lg as

thermonuel “» weraong become mama vidaly pygit- ily a wr, in the next one to

two decades, it haw

UV. 8 8. R. will have substantig] th ~waonnuelr wv

*renorted, a number of countries besides the U, 8, and

Cer £4Pe TH am
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in the starting of local wars of conquest.

34a. The U.S, has faced sir" ~ "ficult social and political problems

in its own his*~?v vo mo~* “cently during the days ~f vr - es yr -~mloyment In

the 1930's, But, our own unemployed and underprivileged did not aczept extrem:

solutions, as many prophesied, but were able to find employment and pe “onal

satisfaction as our economy recovered and exnanded. After a brief period of

violence, labor and manasement in the U. S. are now equally responsible

members of our economic¢ society and both seem to have fairly similar politics,

In mav»ked contrast to the wide gulf in political belief which exists in most

countries of the world. Avemigan social and political prob?

within a peaceful stable framework of law and ordez.

34b.. The existence of an expanding economy in which intelligence and

“ d has broken down the social glasses which we brought

with us from Europe. An expanding economy has made possible an open and

classless society far beyond the dreams of the founding fathers or even of the

prophets of only two decades ago.

35. Failure to achi~ve a sati&lt;fying pace of economic growth in the

underdeveloped countries would be serious, These countries war ¢ conomie

development and are struggling to achieve it with all the means at thelr disposal,

Governments which cannot show some * ~p8$ in this direction cannot long hold

power except by domestic repression or by organizing the loyalty of the population

through external agerression,
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pelf-sustainir~ economic growth, But if the ~ tations and

achieve—suts becomes too wide, either !-

or achi~vements too small, there will be e- '~4 5 serious political problem,

This is a real and dismal possibility,

38a. Nevertheless, the L.D.A.DB., believes that economic  lorme~

can solve or ease many of the social and political problems of the urda~davelon &amp;

countries and can, therefore, help to build the art of world in which the U, 8.

gar = ~esdily live in #+-~="ance with its own dr -=-atie traditions, We know

that the re nlie iv fry freq pawtain, Prt

aid policy by the U. S.

a ‘erg fp cv mang

38h, We are vitally
dle

'g tr 5 which ar

bi dy Fla md   1laned countrieg, Thev mav well de wine our

ow snd that of our civilization. We believe that wa can help these nations

 &amp; * ~~pable pace of economic growth, although even this is notbi on

gertab But, most moor =»*, we believe that we cen help to heal the gap in

the non-Communit world by working with the peovle of the urd~=developed

countries to help them»

their lives.

Trova what bos become one of the dr" “-g forces iv

38e. We know that thoes {g ran .&amp; =» no diplomacy, no

military force -- which can achieve U. 5. foreign policy obiectives in these

areas The only device which © v ng : mame hone of suce~88 18 an expanded

economic and technical prrist=nece © ro ram which has as its sole objective the

economic growth of the underdeveloped countries.
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by words alone, Thev es:  1 by Geed «Fue TE tor “hey for a

commen purpose wiia the un

42. If we walt, ve mav well see the countries of the ve

vie of the undcrdérv-loped countries,

~~ ~yeloped

areas failing to accome! "anv nov ~~Hjle eer’ = ~~ 35, Even if they

do pekieve rome growth by the!PRE Fo *grape

the v1dening of the gap between them and x

moral problems which we cannot

% plone, slowrrcgs of the prowth and

may well cre te political an

*nd which it will be {00 late to

treat a decree or 80 from now.

83. We believe that ws

and U, 8. {deals both support the same course of action. We have an opportunity

lo assert a moral and political leadership, an opportunity which will certainly

be lost if we attempt to calculate its benefits in the same currency in which we

must reckon its costs.
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could directly raise sta=~"ards of living of all of the people in non+Communist

Asia or Africa sufficiently to make » =erious impact, This flows from the

simple fact that thers »a&gt;¢ in non-Communist Asia and Africa about one billion

people. Thus, the most that an aid program could accomplish would amount to

only, at most, several dollars a year for each individual. Moreover, the amoum

of this type of ald could have to be continually increased or it would have no

new effect; the same amnrunt of concamntion ald ths  ~&lt;apnd very would see no

additional i» * in er~srration, And it would not inc ve employment or

capture the imagination or the cor
n ¥
at “ro ies of the people of the under-

developed arera,

47. This does not meun that the U. 8. could not make an improvement

in the standard of living of a small area, like the Republic of Korea or the

Jordan Valley. But, it does mean that as 2 general proposition for all the

anderdeveloped areas, consumption ald could not hope to achieve anything

substantial and would involve the U. S. in an endless and growing program.

48. American economic assistance can, we hope to show in the

following section, have an important impact if it is concent-ated on raising

the level of capital formation, the rate of investment, in the inderdeveloped

countries of the world, In this manner, the process of successful economic

growth can be started or stimulated futther so that per capiia ¢ Codtion can

eventually rise and the Wo ements for increases in ca cal gs a cventually be

supplied by the country itself, supplemented by normal flows of capital from

abroad. In this manner, the process of economic growth can b~ - ted and
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and the energies of the people crn ber” “rhed in soc’ My conr*ructive tasks,

40, What can the U, 8. exrert to accomnlish 2nd whet ghould the

“io. ehieve under av

connmic development ». 7 once program? Neither should be

allowed to anticipate that the gap in the &amp; “8 of living between the developed

and und~rdeveloped countries will close. In fact, as pointed out earlier, there

i# cry reason why this gap will widen, But, what can be achieved and what

we believe may be sufficient for the success of the prooram, is what the leadars,

the middle clags, and the ma=s of the peonts r{ the ve’~~F aloned covniries

be given hope that their ~v» se~rrmic gitvation can, and is being, improved.

What 1s important is that these people do make syhs*~=iial economic 1

in terms of useful employment, of growing per capita pr-4v~ton and growing

per canita consumption.

EF. How much additional for~ “np ganital do the ned wfrwalan

countties'pe~ni=e’

© =adingly difficult question to

definition of ": e-.uire” could be agreed upon. The "rv xr

 pyven if a

4 the U, 5,

should have in mind are basically political or psychological, as sugpes’ag

above. Translating them into economic terms is ne

simple; turning the economic obiectives into gid »r 7  -~'4 is easier, but

only by comparison.

51. Dut the task is not hopeless. Having limited U. 8, objectives

to raising the rate of capital formation in the und ~“»veloped countries, we have
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“~ablegoal. Gross capital formation in the

non-Communigt gromtmicon -% 1 2a and Africa is currently estimated at about

$7 billion per year. 1/ (In Le*in America, wher: pris "ant can vif

the primery role, the gross capital formation {s about $8 billion per yeaz.)

Cbviously, a relatively moderate U. 8, Governmental effort could make a

significant increase in a rate of cacital formation which is #o = “tricled.

£2. But how much money should the U. 5, Cor ~ 3 armyopriate ?

It would seem desirable to err on the high side rather than on the low side at

the beginning of the new program and to arply rigorous criteria as to the

expenditure of the funds. No doubt there will be difficulties in spending quickly

a lar~e sum of money, If this is done, however, and if the Administration has

“the Con~— #8 for an additional an-—~—&lt;lation, it would be a signof a

“tyl program, Only after economic growth is well started can large

amounts of capital be absorbed. The real danger and a real sign of failure

of th x would be the inability of the Administration to spend an increas»

Ing amount on capital for-sation in the ur” =" "vr? oo { gcovntries. There is every

reason to believe that this is the actual situation at the wp
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in full reco "ing ¢~
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forriem »v
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Vterwational [)esetonment A 1r:édary Boas
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION

Washington 25, D. C.

SUMMARY OF BASIC DATA ABOUT THE

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY BOARD

Legal Basis: The Board had its origin in Section 409 of the Act for Inter-
national Development enacted in June, 1950, and in Executive Order 10159
of September 9, 1950. It is currently included in the Mutual Security Leg-
islation as Sec. 308 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954. (Public Law 665 -
83rd Congress), as amended.

Purpose: To advise and consult with the President, and such other officer
as he may designate (Director of International Cooperation Administration)
+++. With respect to general or basic policy matters arising in connection
with the operation of ~~

1)
2)
3)

Development Assistance Programs.
Technical Cooperation Programs.
Programs designed to Encourage Participation
oy Private Enterprise in Achieving the Purposes
of the Mutual Security Act.

Special Activitie~ ~f the Board:

1) © When the Board was first convened in 1950, under the
Chairmanship of Nelson A. Rockefeller, President Truman requested that
it make a study "of desirable plans to accomplish with maximumdispatch
and effectiveness the broad objectives and policies of the Point Four Program."
In response to this request, the Board issued a report "Partners in Progress"
in March, 1951. Among other things, this report recommended the central-
ization and unification of major foreign economic activities, and the creation
of an International Finance Corporation, both of which recommendations have
been carried into effect.



2) In December, 1953, under the Chairmanship of Eric
Johnston, the Beard issued a series-of "Conclusions and Recommendations"
regarding Technical Cooperation Programs. This report has been used ex-
tensively by the U, S. representatives in the UN and by representatives of
other nations to that body.

3) The idea and plan for the Inter-American Investment
Conference,heldatNewOrleansinFebruaryandMarch,1955,was
first developed by the Board. This conference brought together approxi-
mately 1,000 businessmen from the United States and Latin America to
discuss the possibilities for accelerating economic and secial develop-
ment in Latin America through private investment. Subsequently, the
Beard aided the Cuban Investment Committee and the Florida State Cham-
ber of Commerce and the Pan American Commissien of Tampa in organ-
izing a Cuban-American Business Conference, which was held in Havana
in January, 1956. At this meeting, representatives of private business
in Cuba and Florida discussed specific mutual problems of cooperation
and investment, and arranged for continuing interchange of investment data.

4) The Board has made numerous recommendations to the
President, and to the Director of the ICA (and his predecessors) for their
action. Among the matters reported on in 1956 have been: the necessity
for long-term planning for foreign aid, the principles which should govern
utilization of the Asian Development Fund, and the critical importance of
action on an enlarged program for malaria "eradication as contrasted
with present malaria control" gctivities.

[DAB
7/13/56
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September 7, 1956

Dr. Max F, Millikan
Center of International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridece., Massachusetts

Dear Max:

It was very good to talk to you on Wednesday, but I miss
the personal touch which the telephone can't and a martini or
heer can sSuppPlve

I seem to be continuing to follow you around. As I
mentioned, I am about to join the International Development
Advisory Board (the Johnston.Board, formerly Rockefeller) tc
do a general review of U. S. interest in foreign economic
development. (Attached is a paper which tells you and me
what the I.D.A.Bs is all about.) We, of course, read with
great interest your and Walt Rostow'!s forthcoming book on
the subject and, as I mentioned, would like to distribute
copies of it to the Board as soon as possible.

We were also jealous of the fact that you have been
advising the Senate and would appreciate whatever advice you may
have to give us on what our Board can do in this broad but ~&lt;ee’”
crowded field.

Attached is a copy of a paper by Bert Gould criticizing
the concept of the use of capital-output ratios I think it
is a good paver and hope that you may find it of value,

I hope that we will be able to get together when you come
to Washington. I am shuttling back and forth between my State
Department office (telephone = RE-7-5600 or Code 191, x=37L42)
and the T.D.A.B. office (ST=3=8l100 or Code 110, x-2293).

Please send my regards to Bill Malenbaum, Charlie Kindleberger,
and, if you ever cross the river, to Arthur Smithies, Jim
Dusenberry and Guy Orcutt.

, Jit

Alfred Reifman

2 Enclosures
of

&amp;
oo y . rg

2 I iy dee PCA y 7) TNa Lig { Co e F owgd of
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September 13, 1956

Mr. Alfred Reifman
International Development Advisory Board
International Cooperation Administration
Washington 25, D, C.

Dear Al:

Thanks for your letter of September 7 and the
enclosures which I have just received. I have bean
neaning to write you since receiving your phone call
but have only now been able to get to it, We dispatched
the requested number of copies of our manuscript to you
after you called and you should have them by now.

Walt and I have given some thought to what your
committee might usefully concentrate on. You will, of
course, have to cover some of the central issues that
ell of the other groups working on this business will
tackle, such 8s the relation between military and economic
assistance, the basic rationale of assistance programs,
the best institutionsl arrangements to handle future
assistance programs, etc,

In addition, it occurs to us thst there are two
important topics which, so far as I know, the other groups
sre not planning to dig into deeply and which badly need
2 further look.

The first of these would be a series of case studies
on the relationship of political evolution and political
behavior in particular foreign countries to economic
developments including, but not confined to, assistance
programs, As you will se:from the manuscript of the
paper Walt and I have prepared, we believe that the case
for continued economic assistance rests very critically
on the importance of internal economic developments in
the underdeveloped areas to their political health and
dedication to democracy. Limitations of space prevented
us in our study from developing as subtle and perceptive
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These are just a few random reflections. If we have
any other ideas, 1 will communicate them to you when I
geek you out week after

jogt regaras,

{ours

“ax F, ¥illikan
Mrector

HFM spec
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a description of the relation between political and
economic change as we would have liked to have done, I
am sure that you will criticize our draft on the ground
that it ie oversimple and neglects a lot of complications
that are present in particular cases. We would plead
guilty to this charge without further debate, and would
Justify our draft solely on the ground that an exaggerated
snd oversimplified picture had to be drawn to get across
a central point, I feel that a great service would be
performed by perceptive analysis of the situation in such
places as Egypt, Indonesia, and Afghanistan, How valid
is it to assume in each of these csses that reasonsbly
successful internal development programs would produce
results in our interest? Are there situations (e.g.
Afghanistan?) in which the instruments of political
Influence are already so firmly in Comrunist hands that
any strengthening of the economy increases rather than
decreases our problems? What is the relation in esch of
these countries between our economic assistance activities
and the efforts of other branches of our government, such
23 the State Department, the Information Agency, and the
like? How in these particular cases might technical
assistance and economic development aid programs bas more
effectively used, in conjunction with other instruments of
T8, policy, to further our objectives in these countries?

The other topic is the relstionship of economic
growth in the underdeveloped areas to the economic, poli-
tical, and even psychological problems of the industrialized
areas, In how far and in what ways will rising levels of
income in the underdeveloped world contribute to a solution
of the market and rsw materigl problems of Western Furovpe
snd Japan? How will this be influenced by the type of
economic assistance provided, the sort of international
trading community which all of the countries concerned can
be persuaded to construct, and the like? How can a partner-
ship development activity be organized so as to secure the
active participation of the Western European countries and
provide for them a sense that they sre engaging along with
us in a constructive and imaginative program to improve
world stability?
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY BOARD
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

CHAIRMAN

ERIC JOHNSTON

Dr. Max ¥, Millikan
Center of International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Millikan:

[ was sorry that we were not able to have you with
us on December 13th but wish to express our appreciation
for sending down Professor Everett E, Hagen to present
the views of your group.

Professor Hagen made a first-rate contribution to
our meeting and did much to round out the picture as pre-
sented by the other three participants.

I understand from Professor Hagen that your book
will be out shortly after the first of the year, and, although
[ have read your hectographed report, I shall be most in~
terested to see the final product,

Again many thanks for the cooperation of your Center
during these past months, and with best wishes for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year, I remain

Sincerely vours,
—

TAN

Eric Tons ton
 ho a i | 0SEs Me 5 4



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. ADVISORY BOARD
INTERNATION AL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION

Washington 25, D. C.

December 12, 1956
ERIC JOHNSTON

CHAIRMAN

GARDNER COWLES

RoBERT P. DANIEL

Harvey S. FIRESTONE, JR.

Mr. Max F. Millikan
Director
Center of International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Max:

J. PETER GRACE, JR.

WirtoNn L. HALVERSON

Mrs. J. Ramsey HARRIS

LLoYp A. MASHBURN

Lee W. MINTON

W. I. MYERS

I expect to be in Cambridge on December 18th and 19th to
attend a seminar at the Russian Research Center, but also to get
away from the "Johnston Report", the first draft which will have
been completed by then.

I hope we can get together for awhile on one of these days
for the most important reason of all -- pleasure -~ and also so
that we may talk briefly as to what you think the Johnston Board
ought to come up with in a way of a report. As I see it, the tree
that will grow will follow the "twig'' of Johnston's testimony before
the Fairless Committee.

HerscueL D. NEwsom

Best regards. I hope to see you soon.
WiLLiam M. Rano

Sincerely yours
L. F. WHITTEMORE

Wm. C. Schmeisser, Jie
SEITE BARNES
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

AlfrodReifman
Deputy Director
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON REAFTRAISAL OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Foreign Commerce Committee
October 17, 1956 == Hey-Adams Hotel -- washington, De. C.
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CHAIRMAN: We Re Jeeves
Vice President &amp; Director
Overseas Operations
Parke, Davis and Company

Relph M. Binney, Vice President
Foreign Division
The First National Bank of Boston
3oston, Massachusetts

Samuel K. Co. Kopper
Assistant to Chairman of the Board
Arabian American 0il Company
New York, New York

John M. Coates, President
Masonite Corporation
Zhicago, Illinois

Frank T. Magennis
Vice President &amp; Ceneral Manager
Goodyear Foreign Operations, Inc.
Akron, Ohio

Fs Lo Elmendorf, Senior Vice President
robert Heller and Associates, Inc.
*Meveland. Ohio.

Norman T. Ness, Secretary
Anderson, Clayton and Company, Ince.
Houston, Texas

Theodore V, Houser
Chairman of the Board
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Chicago, Illinois

Fe Co We Paton, Vice President
Gulf 0il Corporation
Pittsburgh, Fennsylvania

Jzrmes A. Jacobson, Vice President
The Chase Manhzttan Bank
New York, New York

Howard E. Ridgway, Vice President
The Seven-Up Company
St. Louis, Missouri

Ralph Ee Smiley, President
Booz~Allen &amp; Hamilton International, Ltd.
Washington, De Ce
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william Blackie
Executive Vice President
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Peoria, Illinois

Richard G. Gettell
Chief Foreign Economist
The Texas Company
New York, New York

Kenneth He Campbell
Foreign Commerce Department |.
Chamber of Commerce of the U. S.
Washington, D. Ce

Charles We. Vear
Foreign Commerce Department
Chamber of Commerce of the U. Se.
Jashincton, De. Ce
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Max F. Millikan, Director
Center for Internztional Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridee, Massachusetts

"Prospective Guest for Dinner)



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY BOARD
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. KS
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CHAIRMAN

Eric JOHNSTON October 5, 1956

Dr, Max F. Millikan
Center of International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Millikan:

I was particularly delighted to learn from Bill
Schmeisser and Al Reifman that you had agreed to chair
the discussion sessions of the I.D., A.B. on October 30th.
[ have been reading the report prepared by you and Dr.
Rostow and look forward to meeting vou.

This is just a short note of appreciation prior
to my departure, on Monday, for a swing behind the Iron
Curtain. My staff will write you a more complete letter
in the near future, and I understand from them that they
are relying heavily upon your advice in the selection of
other speakers and in the outline of the program.

Manv thanks for vour cooperation and help.

Since. ra TYVYOuUrsS.

”

 ow &amp;#

\

Nv
Eric Johnston
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY BOARD 2.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION &lt;2,

Washington 25, D. C. ’ s

October 22, 1956
CHAIRMAN

GARDNER COWLES

RoBerT P. DANIEL

Harvey S. FIRESTONE, JR.

J. PETER GRACE, JR. |

WirtoN L. HALVERSON.

Mrs. J. Ramsey HaRris

Lroyp A. MASHBURN *

Lee W. MiNTON °°

W. I. Myers

HerscHEL D. NEwsom

WiLriam M. Rano

Dr, Max F. Millikan
Director, Center of

International Studies
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Max:

It was not only a great help to have you go over the
outline with us last week, but I thoroughly enjoyed our dis-
cussion at the Hav-Adams.,

I am enclosing four copies of the outline for Oc-
tober 30th, and, on one of them, I have noted the people we
have asked to kick off the discussion. They have been asked
to lead-off with "not more than three minutes'. I can see you
shudder because I have upped this from your one minute rule,
but I listened to Victor Borge the other night trying to play the
Minute Waltz in sixty seconds.

L. F. WHITTEMORE
As you can see, Grayson Kirk was not able to re-

arrange his schedule, but it seems to me that we have pretty
Wm. C. Schmeisser, Jr. 3much of a powerhouse as it is.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

If you have any questions, you know where you can
reach us, Looking forward to seeing you next week, I remain

Very sincerely yours,

(3.22
4 Enclosures
Tf) aos erat,

William C. Schmeisser
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION

Washington 25, D. C.

U. S. FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY AND OBJECTIVES
Panel Discussion. October 30, 1956

Place: California Room, Hotel Statler
Washington, D. C.

Time: 10:00 a.m.

Panel Participants:

Chairman:
Max F., Millikan = Director, Center of International Studies, M.I. T.

Conrad M. Arensberg - Professor of Anthropology, Columbia.
Sune L. Carlson « Director, Bureau of Econ. Affairs, U. N.
Robert A, Dahl - Assoc. Professor of Political Science, Yale.
Richard H. Demuth - Technical Assistance Staff, I. B.R.D.
Edward W. Doherty - Office of Intelligence Research, Dept. of State.
Paul H. Nitze - President, Foreign Service Educational Foundation.
George S. Pettee - Asst. Director, O.R.O., Johns Hopkins.
Waltér W. Rostow ~- Center of International Studies, M.L T.
Thomas Schelling - Assoc. Professor of Economics, Yale.
Francis X. Sutton - Sociologist, Ford Foundation.
Philip H.~Trezise ~ Policy Planning Staff, Dept. of State.
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[International Development Advisory Board

DISCUSSION OUTLINE FOR MEETING ON OCTOBER 30, 1956

For some months, the I.D. A.B. has felt the need for a reexami=~
nation of the objectives and a restatement of the rationale underlying U. S.
foreign development policy toward the low income countries. Existing state-
ments have been unclear, at times contradictory, and, because of this, sub-
ject to increasing criticism. The Board believes that, until such objectives
have been defined and a rationale articulated in terms understandable to the
general public, the Administration will continue to have difficulties in obtain-
ing the moral support of our people and the financial support of the Congress
for its proposed programs.

This question of objectives and rationale is a complex one. The Board
undertakes its current study with no illusions that it will produce anything
startlingly new in this field. It hopes, however, that, by discussing these
matters with specialists from various professions, each of whom has been
studying the problem, it may clarify its own thinking and perhaps be able
to contribute somewhat to the understanding of the problem which is needed.

As an outline for the meeting on October 30th, we suggest that the dis-
cussion center about the topics which are stated below:

What are, or should be, the foreign policy objectives
of the United States in the low income countries of the
non-communist world ?

B.

Cr.

Can economic growth in such countries make a gignif-
icant contribution to the achievement of U. S, objectives ?
Can U. S. foreign policies make a significant contribution
to economic growth in such countries ?

What are the broad policy implications to be drawn from
the discussion of the preceding questions ?

A. What are, or should be, the foreign policy objectives of the
United States in the low income countries of the non-communist world?

Challenged as the United States is today by the forces of Soviet Im-
perialism and by the aspirations of many "uncommitted nations' for inde-
pendence and economic development, there is a need to reexamine the sound-
ness of our policies toward the low income countries of the non-communist
world. First, however, we must determine what it is that we are attempting
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to achieve. What are the ends or objectives of U. S. foreign policy in
such countries? Involved are a set of military, political, economic, and
humanitarian considerations. We propose to discuss them in that order.

AY 1) For over seven years now, we have been agreed that the mil-
itary strength of the United States and that of its West European allies must
be built up and maintained. The NATO countries are, relatively speaking,
economically strong, politically stable and have a considerable measure
of support for the military policies of their governments. This is not true
of the low income countries. Nonetheless, should the United States also
attempt to foster military strength against external aggression in some
or all of the low income countries of the non-communist world ?

One view is that the military potential of these countries could
never stop a determined communist move, that the requirements of a mil-
itary build-up detract from economic strength, and that U. 8S. pressures
for a military program foster the image of this country as a warlike, ag=«
gressive power. Another view is that a military program trains techni-
cians, widens the horizons of many of its recruits, hastens the process
of social change, and constructs public works. Moreover, overseas bases
in certain countries are considered by the Pentagon as essential to U. S.
security, and, as a practical political matter, it would seem most difficult
to curtail the military program in the countries now receiving major mil-
itary assistance, even if this is desirable.

2) A large part of diplomatic history has been the story of the
creation of alliances. Are alliances with the low income countries an at-
tainable major objective for the United States, and, if 80, are they a de=~
sirable objective? Ex-colonies and emerging nations are very jealous of
their independence. Should the United States be willing to accept less than
full alliance, and less than full leadership in the foreign policies of these
countries ? Is mere non-alignment with the Communist bloc, popularly
referred to as 'neutralism", too low a target at which to aim? What
should be our policy toward uncommitted nations and what effect will this
policy have on our relations with the nations who are tied to us through
alliances.

l Slow 3) For many, the U. S, political and economic system has proved
its advantages as a method of achieving rapid economic growth with a max-
imum of political freedom. Moreover, countries with similar systems tend
to be our friends and allies. Does this mean that the U. S. should attempt
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to foster political and economic institutions in the low income countries
similar to ours? What should be our policy toward countries where U. 8S.
assistance would seem to be subsidizing socialism? Should the United
States attempt to achieve a democratic distribution of political power
regardless of the economic system? Should the United States concern it-
self with foreign political and economic systems at all or only with spec-
ific government policies ?
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4) The internal political evolution of these countries can have
profound external repercussions. Communism could attain power not
only by external force, but by internal force and by legal means. Ir-
respective of the factor of communism, local revolutions and disorder
can be disruptive and may lead to war involving the major powers. In
‘he light of these possibilities, should it be an objective of UJ. S. policy
to strengthen the internal political stability and the internal military se-
curity of the non-communist countries ? Should we differentiate in our
policy between friendly and neutral governments, between popular and
anpopular ones ?

A 5) Much has been written of late about the challenge presented
by social and political transformation in the low income countries. Should
it be a policy objective of the U. S. to link itself with their aspirations for
independence and development? To what extent is this question linked to
the external and the internal stability considerations discussed above or
to the humanitarian considerations noted below? Would the answers be
the same in the absence of the Soviet challenge ?

6) The Paley Report pointed out the rapid shift of the United States
to a "have-not" nation for many raw materials. Our dependence on foreign
sources was expected to rise dramatically from 1950 to 1975. Other econ-
d&gt;mists have pointed out the importanceofU.S. exports to continued U. S.
economic prosperity. Recently, an analysis was made for Business Inter=-
national by the economists, research and planning directors of the inter-
national divisions of 16 major U. S. firms, which analysis supports these
contentions. Is the United States! interest in sources of raw materials and
in markets for U. S. products sufficient to justify a government program
supporting foreign economic development?

7) In defining its objectives in the low income countries, the U. S.
should make certain that its policies do not conflict, and, if possible, as-
sist in the attainment of its goals in the developed countries. Can this be
done ? Should Western Europe and Japan participate in U. S. economic
programs for the low income countries ? Can they? What would be the
political and economic results of such cooperation both in the developed
and in the underdeveloped countries ?
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8) To some extent, humanitarian, ethical or moral considera-
tions lie behind many parts of U. S. domestic economic policy, as, for
example, social security. The Marshall Plan also had humanitarian
motivations, even though the fall of Czechoslovakiamayhavehelpedit
through Congress in 1948. But many argue that such considerations
are an appropriate basis for action only by individuals or by states with-
in their own borders. Should the U. S. Government base its foreign pol-
icy on-humanitarian or moral grounds?

B. Can foreign economic growth make a significant contribution
to the achievement of U. S. objectives? Can U. S. foreign economic pol-
icies make a significant contribution to foreign economic growth?

1) In many of the low income countries, the drive for economic
development appears second only to political independence in its emo-
tional appeal. The stability of a government may depend in large meas-
ure on its ability to produce "successful" economic growth or even, oc-
casionally, to negotiate aid. There are two successful models for econ-
omic growth. One is that of the U. S., Western Europe and Japan. The
other is that of Soviet Russia and, perhaps, will prove to be that of Com-
munist China. What are the attitudes of the governments, the leaders and
peoples of the low income countries toward economic development, and to-
ward the Western and the Soviet methods for achieving it? What are their
attitudes toward the role which the U. S. should play in their economic growth?

)1 owAY CP 2) We must recognize that economic growth in these countries can
well raise serious problems for the United States. Economic development
has the inherent possibility of disrupting, rather than improving, internal
stability. The destruction of peasant and tribal standards of value, the
growth of a landless, urban proletariat, increased state activity in econ-
omic life, all could produce results which are inimicable to U. S. objectives
Does this mean that economic growth is undesirable from the U. S. point of
view? Does the U. S. have any choice in the matter? Or, does this mean
that those nations which are pressuring for economic growth are merely in
a more advanced state of political evolution which the more dormant states
will sooner or later reach? How can their economic aspirations be met with
a minimum of adverse repercussions dn the U. S. ? What are the psycholog-
ical advantages and disadvantages of the act of giving U. S. foreign aid?

3) In the past three years, the Soviet Bloc has capitalized on the
preoccupation of many of these low income countries with economic advance-
ment. Though still low, Soviet Bloc trade with these countries has gone up
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markedlyanda-substantialamountofmediumtermand long term credits
have been granted on favorable terms. The Soviet Bloc has a large un-
used potential for increasing these activities. What are the implications
of this for future U. S. foreign economic policy?
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4) The Marxists argue that impoverished people will turn toward
communism, Frequently, American public officials, as well as private
citizens, make statements which implicitly or explicitly accept this thesis.
What validity is there to "stomach-communism™"? Are better fed, clothed
and housed people a necessary condition for achieving U. S. objectives in
the low income countries ?

5) There are those within the United States who believe that more
zan be done for achieving U. S. objectives in these countries by technical
assistance, exchange of persons, cultural collaboration and large-scale
support to education than by contributions to economic development. Is
this a more fruitful approach to the challenge presented by the low income
countries ? If not, are such programs a necessary companion to economic
programs, if U. S, objectives are to be achieved?

6) One of the important factors which has contributed to social and
political harmony in a strong democratic environment in the U, S. may well
have been the existence of an expanding economy. This has provided a major
outlet for the energies of the dynamic people of American society -- energies
which in other countries have taken anti-social channels. Would the establish-
ment of a growing economy with expanded economic and social opportunities
provide a similar channel for the restless energies of selected individuals,
if not large numbers, in the low income countries ?

7) Economic growth has been measured in terms of national ag-
gregates (total production) or national averages (per capita production) or
in some terms showing a changed distribution of income. Are these ade-~
quate measures of economic growth? What constitutes "satisfactory" econ-
omic growth? Is it the achievement of a certain level of economic activity
or of a certain pace of expansion? Is there an absolute goal, say of one or
two percent per capita per year? Is there a relative goal -- would India
have to match Communist China's rate of growth to be ‘''satisfactory*?
[t appears that no attempt to narrow the gap between the low income coun-
tries and the developed countries can be successful over the next several
lecades. In fact, the absolute gap, now so large, seems certain to widen.
What are the implications of this ?
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4)oN Ve = 8) Economic growth is a complex and not well understood process.
Many low income countries have been stagnant economically for centuries.
The obstacles to growth are many. Capital is lacking. Population rises
rapidly (or even "explodes') as inexpensive health measures force down
death rates. Where this occurs, tremendous economic achievements are
required if the individual is to maintain merely his present low standard
of living. Technicians are scarce. The entreprenurial spirit is frequently
weak. Natural resources may, or may not, be abundant. In this situation,
how much influence can the developed nations bring to bear on foreign econ-
omic growth? Is there reason to believe that, within a foreseeable period,
a "satisfactory" pace of economic activity can be maintained by the low in-
come countries without extraordinary external assistance ?

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
"0 pi

Our stated purpose in discussing the questions propounded in Sec-
tions A and B of this outline has been to clarify our thinking about the ob-
jectives of U. S. foreign development policy. At this point, let us sum-
marize our conclusions. Let us attempt to do this simply and in non-tech-
nical language which can serve as the basis for obtaining the support of the
general public.

C. What are the broad policy implications to be drawn from the dis~
cussion of the preceding questions?

The discussion to this point should have lead to some conclusions as
to the adequacy of present U. S. policy and programs. If it should be con~
cluded that changes in such policies or programs are needed, then a few of
the questions which will also require answers are listed hereafter.

It is extremely doubtful that time will permit a discussion of these
questions at the October 30th meeting, but we include them as a guide for
possible future discussion.

1) Additional Capital Requirements. One of the ways in which the
U. S. can indirectly affect foreign economic development is through its own
economic growth, especially if that were coupled to the sort of trade policy
envisaged in the recent Bell and Randall Reports. A more active attempt
to affect foreign economic development would involve the provision of ad-
ditional capital. Is it possible and useful to make estimates of the annual
amounts of foreign capital that could be effectively used in the low income
countries to promote "satisfactory" economic development? If so, how do
the amounts compare with what is now being done ? Is the repayment (transfer)
oroblem an important limitation ?
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2) Private Capital. Part of the capital which the underdeveloped
countries need, and are receiving, comes from U. S. private investment
sources, What more can and should be done to promote this flow? What
are the limitations on the ability of U. S. governmental policy to stimulate
an expanded private capital outflow? Differentiate between types of capital
(overhead and other) and areas, Latin America compared with Asia.

3) Public Capital. The U. S. governmental agencies, the I. B.R.D.,
the new International Finance Corporation, and U. N. technical assistance
already provide some public capital. Should this be expanded? Should the
expansion take place through bilateral programs run by the U. S. or should
the emphasisbeplacedmoreheavily on other agencies such as the I. B.R.D.,
or perhaps a new international organization? What are the merits and de-
merits of public loans, public grants, or the intermediate "soft loan"?
How serious a limitation on the effectiveness of U. S. programs are the
annual Congressional hearings, debates and appropriations ? Should mil-
itary type aid be separated from economic aid?

¥ EA am Em

4) Advisory Faetion. One of the important contributions which
the U. S. and the I. B.R.D. makes in its aid programs is the advice which
it gives to the inexperienced technicians and public administrators in the
low income countries. Aid is an important lever for transmitting such
advice. Yet, we know that these new nations are most sensitive about
pressure’ from the U. S. How can such advice be given without the ill
effects which sometimes result from it? Does an international agency
stand a better chance at having its advice accepted? Should the advice
be limited to technical and narrow economic questions or should it also
include broad economic, political and military "suggestions"?

5) Impact Projects. Should U. S. bilateral aid (or U. N. multi-
lateral aid) be concerned with the building of "public relations projects" ==
projects such as a dam, a steel mill, or a housing development, con-
structed entirely with aid funds -- in addition to, or instead of, less dra=-
matic works aimed at the general improvement of economic conditions
regardless of their dramatic effect?
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MEMORANDUM

To: Panel Participants

From: Miss K, Snitehurst, Admin. Asst., IDAB

To receive compensation for your transportation and
travel expenses, please furnish pertinent details on the attached
travel information sheet and sign the attached travel voucher form,
where checked in red. after '"'pavyee!'.

Also, please indicate below whether or not you desire
to be paid the consulting fee of $50. 00 per day which is authorized
in connection with vour participation at this meeting

Ves a


